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Measuring the Benefits of an Agricultural Feeder-Road Project

A Hypothetical Illustration

by

Arthur Wubnig, George B. Baldwin

Transport Division, Economic Staff
Dept. of Technical Operations

This paper illustrates in simplified form the general principles
involved in measuring the economic benefits produced by road projects.
No attention is paid to the project's costs or to its possible rate of

return. The example used is hypothetical: it is not based on arw
actual project, the initial values used have been assumed. But the
values used reflect the normal working of economic forces - e.g., the
behaviour of consumer demand in response to lower prices and higher
incomes, the effect of cost reductions in extending the area of supply,
the effect of competition in spreading economic benefits among different
groups, the effect of changed profit margins mr production incentives,
the shifts in resource use brought about by changes in demand and supply
conditions, etc.

The case represents a very common type of road project: a poor-
quality, unimproved road leading from an agricultural region to a city
is made into a much better road. As a result of this improvement, the
unit cost (e.g., the cdst per ton-kilometer) of transporting agricultural
goods to market is reduced significantly.j/ These savings mean that
the same amount of work can now be done with a smaller use of resources
than before (e.g., fewer trucks, less gasoline and lubricating oil,
fewer repairs, less labor-time, less wear-and-tear on tires, longer
vehicle life and hence lower depreciation charges, etc. ). These savings
are benefits for the national economy. The question of how these
benefits will be distributed to various groups in society (their
incidence) is a separate question. In the Bank's own project analysis it
is assumed that "a benefit is a benefit" no matter how it may affect
different groups in the economy.

Any project that reduces costs automatically changes relative prices
and hence incentives. As a result of such changes, people change their
economic behaviour. The present exanple is typical of the way road
projects affect production and consumption: lower transport costs lead
to higher realization prices for farmers and lower prices for consumers.
Producers have a new incentive to increase production. Consumers are

1/ in this example no accoun is taken of the oroject's effects on the
volume of goods hauled from the city back out to the agricultural regions.
This traffic is bound to increase for two reasons: (1) lower transport
costs mean that goods can be delivered to the villages at lower prices;
this will tend to raise demand (price elasticity effect); (2) The increase
in farmers' casi7 incomes iives them more purchasing power (income
elasticity effect). The resulting rise in "back-haul" traffic would
increase the benefits produced by the project.



stimulated to buy more at the lower prices. When the farmers ' higher
output is offered in the market this may push down the market price
even more. But as prices go lower buyers are willing to take larger
and larger quantities. Some of the increased supply will be bought by
people who were already consumers at the old, higher price: at lower
priccs they want to increase their consumption. But some of the
increase will also be taken by new consumers who enter the market for
the first time. As a result of the process back-and-forth interaction
of these forces the economy gets two main benefits, (1) transport savings,
and (2) increased production and trade. The task of measuretent is to
estimate, in advarce, how large these benefits will be. ithout an
estimate of benefits there is nothing to compare with the costs. No
estimate is possible of the project's rate of return and there is no way
of judging whether this road project is better for the econory than some
other road project - or some railroad project, or an agricultural bank,
or a port, etc., etc.

The case identifies and measures three types of benefits: (1) savings
in transport costs, (2) increased production and trade, and (3) increases
in producers' and consumers' surpluses (these two terms are defined later
on). No attempt is made to discuss how the values (prices, costs,
profits, surpluses, traffic volumes, etc. ) might be collected in actual
situations. We simply make certain arbitrary assumptions; all the
other values then follow automatically.

Uhich of th: three 'types of benefits is the best on- to use? None.
There is no "best" in all circumstances. Different emphasis is given to
different benef'ts according to the particular problem the project is
designed to solve. For example, if the aim is to build a "penetration"
(or "development") road that will lead to increased prod ution, then
most time and energy would be given to the measurement of production
benefits. On the other hand, if the main problem is to relieve
congestion around a city (where transport costs may be rising because
of delays, excessive fuel consumption from much stopping and starting,
and high accident rates) then the main objective may be to reduce costs
to road users. If a particular stretch of road (e.g., mountain road)
has high maintenance costs, then road improvement to reduce both
maintenance costs and road-user costs may both be important. There there
is a given volume of traffic to be handled regardless of transport costs,
the main appraisal rroblem is to examine alternative engineering
standards, see how much each one costs, and then select the one with the
lowest total costs that will still handle the required volume of traffic.
This might be true, for example, of a country wauting to minimize
investment in transport so as to have more resources for investment in.
other scctors. The same objective (choosing the minimum-cost alterna-
tive) would exist for a mining or logging company needing a service
road to a port or out to a main highway or railway. Finally, we have
the common objective represented by the type of project used in this
case - a road improvement designed mainly to reduce the costs of moving

oods from one place to another, knowing this will have benefits for
both producers and consumers.
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These examples are enough to show that no one benefit is beat under

all circumstances. If a project offers large benefits of the typ
primarily wanted then it may not matter if it offers few other bevfits.
On the other hand, a project which offers large road-user savingu for

suburban traffic might not be as beneficial to the economy in the long
run as a different project with lower returns but where the returns took

mainly the f arm of increased production and trade.

The notes that follow are intended to explain the oncepts and

camputations found in the hypothetical case. Readers should move back

and forth freely between these notes and the arithmetic example, which

begins on page 13.

1/ The term "road-user savings" appears frequently in the appraisal of
road projects. This refers, of course, to reductions in costs paid by
those who are the direct users of roads, i.e., vehicle owners. Whether
or not these savings increase the incomes and profits of :ommercial
carriers is another question- copetitimusually forces down the level
of transport charges, thus foring carriers to share their savings with
other groups (producers, merchants, and consumers). Thus "road-user
savings" should be regarded primarily as a convenient measure of cost
savings to the econorr as a whole and not as a private benefit accruing
only to vehicle owners,



Notes on the Arithmetic Exanple

I-A-B We begin by assuming a market price of $100. At this price

consumers would buy 10,000 units. The normal law of demand is that

more units will be sold as the price falls. Here the assumption
is that 50 more will be sold if the price falls lo(. The calcula-

tions assume a gradual reduction in price, each $l reduction

increasing demand by 500 units (the increase comes from both old

and new customers). This particular assumption determines the

calculation of "consumers' surplus" which is the difference between

the price consumers would be willin7 to pay and the actual price
they can buy it for.

I-D The merchants get 10% of the proceeds from retail sales. This
covers their costs (including minimum profit) plus any surplus above

this level.1/ What remains is available for transport and produc-
tion. "Relization price at source" is the amount received by
farmers.

I-E At "A" a few producers can produce at $50 per unit but most
output costs $60. The higher costs at "A" compared with "B" and
"C" reflect the higher costs of land and labor near the city.
But "B" and "C" spIst bear higher transport costs. No supply comes
from producers whose production costs are greater than what they
will receive after paying transport costs.

I-F-1 This shows the total value of final (retail) sales and how this
value was distributed among those who helped produce it. Table F-1
might have been written as follovs:

Value produced Payments to Persons who
(or gross national product) produced the GNP

Agricultural output $1 mn. Farmers $550
Carriers 350
Merchants 100

$1,000

The two sides are just two ways of looking at the same thing: the
national product and the distribution of an equivalent amount of
values as income to the owners of the factors of production.

1/ When we use the term "costs" for merchants or carriers or farmers we
dao not assume that all merchants, etc., have the same costs. Some will
have higher costs than others. Over time, the hi h-cost producers tend to
be forced out of business; the resources are shifted to other uses where
their owners hope they can earn a more satisfactory return. But in the
short run the level of charges at each stage in the production process
(farmers, carriers, merchants) tends to reflect the igher-cost producers -
the marginal enterprises who are just on the edge of being unprofitable.
These are the enterprises that do not earn any "producers' surplus".
Proccers whose costs are lower than the marginal costs are those who
earn varying amounts of producers' surplus.
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I-F-2 The notion of "producer Is surplus" (or "factor surplus") is

quite different from the ordinary kind of ccumercial profit that

shows up in accounting records. Its meaning is this: assume

that each producer (farmer, carrier, merchant) has some minimum

income he considers necessary to draw his resources into a

particular use. This minimum may refer to a minimum rent on

land, or a minimum wage, or minimum truck operating profit, or
minimum wages-plus-profit from merchandising activity. This
"minimum incane" is determined mainly by what a man thinks he

can earn if the resources he owns are devoted to other uses.
This "minimum income" may be considered the true "cost" of using
resources; anything earned atove this amount is called a

"producers ' surplus". The concept thus involves subjective

standards about the minimium earnings the owners of the various
factors of production are willing to accept. The concept applies
to wage3, rents, interest, profits - i.e., to all forms of income
earned by "producers" (owners of any factor of production).
(Where strong competition exists, it tends to drive "producers'
surpluses" don to zero). In the present case, it has been
assumed that merchants and carriers earn a "producer's surplus"
of 5% of their gross revenues. In agriculture, the producers'
surplus is derived from the column on production costs found
in I-E. For example, the producers at "A" whose costs for

1,000 units were '50 still received $60 for their output - a
surplus of tlQ over their costs. Similarly, for the 1,000
units produced for *0 at "B", where each unit had a realization
price of $50. The total of these producers' surpluses in
agriculture is S20,000.

II -e now move to the new situation, soon after the road was
built. Production has increased because farmers can now earn
higher incomes. Uhy do they earn more? Because transport
costs have been reduced by 5C% and some of these savings reach
the farmer in the form of hitier realization prices even though
the retail price is lower. The higher level of output is not
sold at the old equilibrium price of $100. Larger supplies
have gradually brought the retail price down to a new equilibrium
of $90. At this price the number of units producers are willing
to supply just equals the number that buyers are willing to
purchase (this is the meaning of "equilibrium" ).

In II-A you will see two figures given for "values of
retail sales". Which is the best measure of the true value to
the economy of the 15,000 units, a measure based on the actual
new price of $90 (the current price) or one that has not changed
(the original ar constant price)? Note that we are not talking
about any change in the value of money - no inflation or
deflation. le are dealing only with changes in individual
prices arising out of changed supply and demand conditions.
The use of current values is probably better since the particular
ec onomic changes we are interested in would not have occurred if
the original prices had remained in effect (there would undoubted-
ly have been changes, but different ones),
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Notice that the reduction in transport costs benefits the
more distant producers more than those closer to the market.
The realization price at "C" has gone up $16 (40%); at "A" the
realization price rose only $6 (10%). As a result, more of
the increased output cues from "C" than from either "A" or "B".
This is typical of many actual projects: a major effect of
transport projects is to extend the area of supply out fro
the center of consumption.

III This section (cmsisting of parts A, B & C) analyzes in
detail the overall results shown in section II. "A" show the
increase in GNP and the distribution of this added value among
the three levels of activity that contributed to it. In each
case the values are shown in both current and constant prices.
In current prices the increase in GNP is $350,000. The
carriers' total charges were actually $72,500 less after the
road improvement than before - a net reduction in transport values
counted in national product even though the savings in transport
charges are counted as an economic benefit. Savings in the use
of transport resources have freed an equivalent amount for use
in other sectors. The total receipts of farmers rose $387,000.
Merchants' receipts rose $35,000. The sum of these (III-A-5)
accounts for the $350,000 increase in GNP.

"B" shows the effect of the project on agricultural, trans-
port, and distribution costs. The figures come from sections
I and II. The analysis of costs leaves out of account the
effect of the project on producers' surpluses (III-0-1); when
the latter are combined with the cost increases we account for
the total increase in GNP ($350,000).

The cost increases refer to increases in total cos ts, not
unit costs. Normally we expect it to cost more (i.e. to use
more resources) to increase production of an item by 50%,
especially since we assume no change in production techniques
except in the transport sector. In the latter, the road
project is a form of technological change that permits carriers
to handle a higher volume of traffic at lower total costs - i.e.
with a smaller input of resources fram the economy.

The change in market prices and costs affect the surpluses
of producers in all three branches of activity. Xs III-C-1-d
shows, most of the increase in surpluses occurred in agriculture:
farmers' surpluses increased about six times. Distributors I
surpluses increased least. Note that the transport sector had
a substantial (nearly 60%) increase in surplus even though
total revenue of the sector declined: costs fell even more
than revenues.

'.e come now to the point of central interest, the measure-
ment of economic benefits, using the data we now have before us.
Three types of benefits are analyzeda



1. Savings in transport costs (section IV)
2. Increases in Production and Trade (GNP)

(Section V)
3. Increases in producers' and consumers'

surpluses (Section VI)

IV Transport savings: These take three formst

a. Savings for the national econoy
b. Savings for the owners of vehicles (the

carriers or "road users")
c. Savings for the users of vehicles (shippers)

The first is not simply the sun of "B"? and "C" (the savings to vehicle
owners and users) since part of the ownersf savings is passed on to
shippers (the farmers) in the form of higher realization prices
(competition may force them to do this). Do not try to move back
and forth among Formulas 1, 2 and 3. Consider each as a separate
calculation.

Formula 1: Less money is spent on transport after the project
than before, even though 50% more goods are carried.4/ This is
because the reduction in road-user costs has forced carriers,
through competition, to lower their charges. (Alternatively, we
might assume a state transport monopoly whose charges were reduced
by administrative order). Since the difference in transport pay-
ments reflects both the lower costs on the original 10,000 units
plus an increase in work done (transport of the 5,000 new units)
the saving in total outlay of $82,750 must be adjusted to eliminate
the value of the new work being performed and give us a measure of
savings on the original traffic volume. This is doe by adding
back the cost of transporting the 5,000 new units. (This figure is
"added back" because it has been previously taken out of the savings
figure, which had been reduced by the cost of transporting the
additional traffic).

A final adjustment is made at the end of Formula 1: a 10% in-
direct tax is deducted (this ndgt be a gasoline tax, or sales taxes,
or city toll, or tariff, or license fees - or all of them combined).
Why are these indirect taxes deducted while direct taxes are not?
There are two reasons. The first is the different way these taxes
affect the use of resources, the second is the distorting effect of
indirect taxes on the measurement of resource use.

Direct taxes are levied on a person's property or income after
the property or income has become his. Indirect taxes are levied
on transactions inrwlving particular goods and services. Money

l/ The problem could have been constructed to show an increase in total
outlays. The analysis would proceed exactly the sane way.
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paid for indirect taxes is paid to the government, even though it may be
collected by merchants, bankers, etc., who must turn it over to govern-
ment. Indirect taxes do not get into the stream of payments reaching
people as payrents for their contribution to production; hence they do
not act as direct incentives to use resources one way as against
another.I/ But indirect taxes are part of the price bwers must pay
and hence exert an indirect influence, through the price system, on how
consumers use their incomes. The resulting savings are savings to the
economy, without any indication as to whom they benefit.

Indirect taxes can easily distort economic measurements. For
example, if the retail value of gasoline sales rises from x to (x plus y)
this might reflect nothing more than an increase in government taxes.
The actual volume of sales, and the amount of economic resources
required to produce this volume, might not have charged at all. To
avoid distortions in true economic values arising from this kind of tax
change, we eliminate such taxes from our calculations (this is standard
practice in national income accounting).

Formula 2: The road project has resulted in lower costs for truck-
owners; these savings are the main farm of "road-user benefits". The
savings may take the f orm of lower operating costs (e.g., less fuel and
lubrication, fewer repairs, lower wage costs per trip; lower insurance
charges) plus lower capital costs (e.g., because vehicles may last twice
as long, and each vehicle may make 50 per cent more trips per week, then
the amount of depreciation charged on each cargo would be reduced for
two reasons). The savings in capital costs man that either the same
volume of traffic zould now be handled with a smaller investment in
trucks and working capital or that the present investment could support
a larger volume of traffic. The lower capital costs does not affect
only the individual vehicle otners. The whole economy benefits from the
reduced requirement for investment in vehicles and spare parts. Thus
investment funds are released for use elsewhere in the economy. In most
countries heavily dependent upon imported vehicles, parts, and fuels, the
lower unit operating and investment requirements would also result in
foreign exchange savings.

Paragraph F-2 (i) shows the actual savings on the original volume of
traffic. There then follows an estimate of savings on the induced
traffic. Why is only 50% of the $92,250 taken into account? This
proportion is a convenient and frequently-used rule-of-thumb far measuring
the savings realized on the induced traffic. Thesc. "savings" on traffic
that did not exk-t previously (i.e., on induced traffic) are similar to the
notions of producer's and consumer's surplus. As transport costs fall

1lI7 f government services were regarded as a "factor of production", just
like labor or capital or natural resources, then it would be logical to
leave indirect taxes in the calculation provided that the amount of
indirect taxes collected from a given sector (e.g., transport) just
equalled the value of government services contributed to that sector (e.g.,
road construction and maintenance costs, costs of policing). In sa me
countries uovernments try to collect frau road users an amount equal to
the costs of building and maintaining the roads. But in many countries
there is no such close relationship.



each reduction in (marginal) costs generates some increase in the demand for
transport services. The lower costs apply not only to each new increment
of traffic but to the earlier increments as well. The earlier increments
are thus carried at a price lower than people were formerly willing to pay.
People usinr transport thus save what they no longer have to pay. The 50%
factor measures (in an arbitrary but reasonable way) the average savings of
everyone involved in transporting the induced traffic between the old and
the new cost levels.

-2(1) plus F-2 (ii) gives $212,375. After applying a 10% adjustment for
indirect taxes we have a measure of total cost savings to vehicle owners.
These savings ($191,l00) are greater than the savings to the national economy

Formula 3: The only difference between F-2 and F-3 is the inclusion
of indirect taxes and producers' surplus in F-3, since both elements are
included in transport charges paid by clients but not in true transport
costs incurred by carriers. F-3 calculates the savings in the amounts
actnul ly paid for transport by custaners. The difference between
F-2(i) and F-3(i) is that the latter includes the "producers' surplus" -
the special form of "profit" not included in our definition of true
economic "cost". The final F-3 calculation shows what it would have
cost to transport 5,000 additional units at the original cost as
compared with actual costs after the project. Notice that this calcula-
tion uses the full savins ($102,500) not only half of them. Why?
Because this measure reflects the normal way people think of transport
savings, i.e,, savings in cash outlays. They are savings as seen by the
people who actually pay for transport. But savings to the economy may-be
quite different.
V. The project, has two main classes of benefits, (1) transport

savings and (2) an increase in the volume of production and trade.
(A third and less measurable class of benefit, the increase in
producers' and consumers' surpluses, is treated in section VI).
This section deals only with the increase in production and trade
measured by the monetary value of output reaching consumers. We
use the term Gross National Product (GNP) as our measure of
production values associated with the road project. (Strictly
speaking, this is a misuse of the term, since GNP refers only to
the sum of values produced by all the economic activities in a
country and cannot be applied Thany sub-part of the system.
We might have used some term such as "Gross Production Value of
the Project" but we wanted to retain the language of modern
national income accounting).

V-1 calculates the increase in the economy's output of goods and
services after completion of the project. Since the main purpose
of economic activity is to produce things for final consumers we
can take the measure of increased sales to consumers as the
measure of the increase in Gross National Product. The result
is the same whether we make a single measurement of the values
registered in sales to final consumers or whether we go back to
the first stage of production (the farm) and measure the increased
value of farm production and add to it the values for transporting
and selling the higher output. V-1 and V-2 show different ways
of estimating the change in GNP, with V-2 breaking down the total
into the amounts received by people at various stages in the
process of production and distribution.
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Indirect taxes are again deducted: although paid by purchasers as
part of the retail price, this element of value does not get through to
those providing the economic services (the "factors of production")
involved in production, transport, and merchandising.

All of the increase in GNP always gets distributed to the mary
people involved in producing it. Much of this additional payment to
the factors of production was necessary to draw them into this particular
activity. If these resources (factors of production) had previously
been unemployed, then their use on this activity (this particular agri-
culture, this particular transport, this particular merchandising)
would invol"ve no loss of output on other activities. But if the
increased output from our project required the use of resources that had
been employed elsewhere in the econom7r, then the gross increase in out-
put generated by the project would need to be reduced by the losses in
output elsewhere; only the net increase throughout the economy would
count as a gain. Through mosT of our example we ignore this problem:
we treat all of the project gain as a gain for the economy. But in V-3
we show how a grosr gain attributable to a project can be converted into
a net gain for the economy.

V-2 shows that the change in factor payments is not the full extent
of the benefits. If the project has reduced certain prices, then
people who buy these things (or "services") have more money left over.
They can buy more of the same thing, or of other things, or they can save.
So we count any lower prices (reflected here in transport savings) as a
benefit, adding them to the higher values of production delivered to the
market. This yields a second possible measure of the increase in GNP
($422,500). Who gets this benefit? $35,ooo goes to those engaged in
marketing; $387,500 goes to the farners (these finures are derived from
data used earlier in the problem).

In V-3 a third measure of the project's effect on national income
is shown. It is the best of th- three different measures shown in
section V. Why? Because it takes into account the additional costs
of producinu thte additional GNP. Only the differerce between these two
values (benefits and costs) is a clear gain for the econony./

V-3 begins with the same increase in GNP used before, However, we
deduct from the increase in total retail values the increased costs
incurred in producinF them. These cost increases are found by taking
the difference between the production costs listed in II-C-2 and those
listed in I-F-2. After deducting these additional costs of $215,500 we
arrive at a net increase in GNP of $134,500. This is the same thing as
the increase in factor surpluses (compare II-C-2 and I-F-2); the net
profitability of the project shows up as higher returns to the factors of

1/ If we had used the term GNP in its proper sense in sections V-1 and
7-2 the adjustment made in V-3 would have been taken care of automatically,
by showing louer values for GNP than we used. That is, the increase in
gross production value of the project would have been offset by reductions
in production values elsewhere in the economy, reductions caused by the
transfer of resources into activities generated by our road project.
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production, their costs being taken as constant. This "net increase in

GNP" can be thought of as the same "net increase in GNP" mentioned earlier

when we talked about the need to reduce increases in output directly

associated with a project by reductions in output hich it causes else-

where in the economy. Why? Because if the extra $350,000 GNP had been

made possible by drawing into use resources formerly unemployed, these

resources would have cost nothing, in an economic sense. Therefore

whatever cost we put on them would reflect the value they could reasonably

be assumed to produce if not used on this particular project (if a

resource would be unlikely to find other employment, its value would be

very low, perhaps zero). By charging this value-in-alternative-use as

a cost against the output of a project we automatically measure the losses

in production values at other points resulting from shifting resources

into this project. /This explanation shows -why projects that draw idle

resources into activity often create greater bens fits to an economy than
projects that involve shifting resources from one use to another7.

VI. It is more difficult and arbitrary to easure consumer and

producers' surpluses than to masure other benefits. Also, the
surpluses earned by the factors of production (producers' or factor

surpluses) are included in measurements of GNP. Consumer surpluses

are not included in any of the other measurements._/ But to consumers,
the ability to buy somethin: at prices lower than what they would
have been willing to pay is a clear gain: the "saving" represents
income that can he used for additional purchases or saving. If we
counted savings in transport charges as an economic benefit should
we not also count "savings in retail charges" (i.e., price reduc-
tions)? Yes, we should. But ue should avoid counting any
benefit twice - and it is likely that part of the consumer surplus
is included in the measurement of increased GNP - i.e., that part
of consurer surplus that was used to buy larger quantities as the
price went lower.

VII, Section VII draws together the results of the earlier calcu-
lations. Note first that the three primary reasures used (A,B,C)
are not all additive. 'e can add together certain benefits
(notably transport savings and whatever part of increased
production we think attributable to the road investmmt alone.
These two benefits are combined in VII-D). But the increases
in consumxr and producer surpluses are partially included in the
other measures and cannot be separately identified.

VIt-D shows how one mi rht select certain values from A and B and
make a reasonable assumption about what proportion of the increase
in agricuItural produc ion should be credited to the road invest-

1/ in its own project appraisal work the Bank does not attempt to measure
consumer surpluses generated by its projects. But the Bank does take this
factor into account qualitatively when appraising the contribution projects
will make to increases in consumer incomes and purchasing power.
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ment. Some of the produr tion increase would normally be the result of
additional public and private investment in the agricultural sector
directly.

VII-D illustrates only a few of the many results that are possible.
For example, the figure used for transport saving is $149,000 per year.
But section A shows eight different figures for measuring "transport
savings" in current prices alone. The selection of $149,000 reflects
a decision to use "road-user benefits" (i.e. savings to vehicle owners)
on the original traffic, measuring these in current prices. This is a
widely-used measure of transport savings but, as already pointed out, it
is not the only one possible. The onclusion is not that any measure
is as good as any other. Ratler it is that different figures represent
different things that are being measured (even though they may be made to
sound alike by calling them all "transport savings"); thus one has to
decide what one ought to be trying to measure in each case. In the
present case one could argue strongly that the figure of $258,000 (from
VII-A-1-b) is a logical one to use, on the ground that one ought to be
measuring the effects of the road project on savings for the national
economr, taking account of the increase in traffic.

As with transport benefits, so too do we have a number of different
measures for the increase in production. B-1 and B-2 use measures of
production ("GNP") that do not take into account the costs of obtaining
the extra GNP. B-3 does take this into account, by deducting these
costs. Nhich is the better measure of the true increase in GNP? If
there is considerable unemployment (or underemployment) in the economy
(and especially in this particular region) then the extra costs of
producing more GNP may not involve much loss of alternative output, since
the resources are not being drawn away from other uses (of course, the
situation may be very different for different resources: labor may be
unemployed -J ile foreign exchange is very scarce). In addition, you
must know whether you want to measure the increase in benefits or the
rate of return. This exercise has been concerned exclusively with the
measurement of benefits, not with rates of return. Obviously project A
may have larger bene fits than scme project B, but this means nothing
until one compares relative costs. So the measurement of benefits deals
with only half the problem, though the more difficult half.

VII-D-h is one possible measure of total benefits to the economy,
adding together transport savings plus that portion cf the extra GNP
that may be credited to the road project alone.
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I. Production, trade, and traffic before conversion
of seasonal dirt road to all-weather gravel road

A. Actual volume of sales at 4100/unit, retail 10,000 units p.a

B. Potential volume of sales at market price of
.90/unit: each 41.00 decrease in price is assumed
to enlarge demand by 500 units 15,000

C. Value of retail sales at '4100/unit 01s000,000

D. Ccposition of unit value at retail market
Total price 100
Aerchant's purchase price of goods

delivered to his premises 90
Merchant's mark-up to cover distribution

costs and profits (including any
producer's surplus) 10

E. Distribution of supply
Realization Supply Supply from producers

Distance Transport price at from with specified produc-
Source from market charges source source tion costs a!

(units) *0/unit 450/ WT0/
unit unit

A 100 mi. 430/unit .o4/unit 6,OOC 5,uo 1,000 -
B 150 40 50 3,000 - 2,000 1,000
C 20u 50 40 1,000 - - 1,000

F. Analysis of P, production costs
and roucer surpluses

1. Value of retail sales $1,000,000
herchant's mark-up 100,000
6yrnents to carriers and farmers 900,000

To carriers 350,6
To farmers 550,000

Factor payments Factor costs of Factor surpluses
production aZ above costs

2. Marketing o100,000 p.a. 495,000 p.a. 45,000 poa.
Transport 350,000 332,500 17,500
Agriculture 550,000 530 000 20 000

Total o4,000,000

Ja including minimum return on capital necessary to induce production.



II. Production, trade, and traffic after conversion of seasonal

dirt road to all-weather awavel road

A. Volume of sales 15,000 units p.a.
Price at market (including io% merchant's

mark-up) $90/unit
Previous effective demand at $100 10,000
Previous potential demand at $90-$99 5,000
Value of retail sales:

at current prices $1,350,000
at constant (original) prices $1,500,000

B. Distribution of supply

Realiza-
Distance Trans- tion Supply Supply from producers with
fram port price at frau specified production costs a/

Source market charges source source $60/unit $50/unit $h0/unit
(units)

A 100 mi. $15/unit $66/unit 7,500 6,500 1,000 -
B 150 20 61 h,5oo 500 3,000 1,000
C 200 25 56 3,000 - 1,500 1,500

a/ Including minimum return on capital necessary to induce production.

C. Analysis of GNP, production costs, and
oZnsumer and Producer surpluses

1. GNP
Vaue of retail sales (= GNP in current prices) $1,350,000
Merchant's mark-up 15,000
Payments to carriers and farmers 1,215,000

Carriers 277,56
Farmers 937,500

2. Producers' costs and surpluses

Factor costs of Factor surpluses
Factor payments production a/ above costs

Marketing $135,000 p.a. $128,250 p.a. $ 6,750 p.a.
Transport 277,500 249,750 27,750 bJ
Agriculture 937,500 795,000 c/ 142 ,5o

$1,350,000 $1,173,000

a/ Including minimum return on capital necessary to induce production.
b/ Assumed to increase from 5% to 10% of receipts because of heavier

pay loads, faster vehicle turn-around, reduced maintenance needs.
s/ Determined by figures in II-B.



3. Consumer surpluses (from I-B)

Consumer sur plus from purchase @ $90/unit
of 10,000 units in effective demand
earlier @ $100 $100,000
Consumer surplus from purchase 0 $90/unit
of 5,000 units in potential demand 22,500
earlier $90-99

Total consumer surplus: $122,500
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III. A. Analysis of Increase in GNP

1. Increase in GNP $000 p.a. Increase
Before road After road (or
inproveuient improvement Decreasq)

Value of retail sales:
current prices 1000 1350 350
constant (original)

price 1000 1500 500

2. Transport charges

Paid to carrier
Goods from source: A 180 112.5 (67.5)

B 120 90 (30.0)
C 50 75 25.0

Value at current prices 77 277.5 (72.5)
Value at constant

(original) price 350 308.3 (41.7)

3. Farmert s gross receipts
at souree: A 360 495 135

B 150 274.5 124.5
C 0 168 128.0

Value at current prices 917.5 387.3
Value at constant

(original) price 550 1041.7 691.7

4. Merchants mark-up (20% of
value of sales)

Value at current prices 100 135 35
Value at constant

(original) price 100 150 50

5. GNP: Sumary Current prices $000 p.a. at constant
___________(original)_price

Increased gross receipts
of farmers 387.5 491.7

Increased distribution
income of merchantts 35 50
total above M1l7

Subtd.decrcase in receipts
of carriers 72.5 41.7

Increase in GNP 3550 5WO
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III. B. Analysis of increase in production costs

increase
before road after road or

improvement improvement decrease

1. Agricultural costs

Farmer with costs of
$6 0/unit 300 420 120

$50/unit 150 277 125
Rho/unit .o 100 20

Total production
costs: current prices 530 795 265

constant original
price 530 883 353

2. Transport costs

95% of carrier receipts
before, 90% after road
improvements.
Goods from source: A 171 101.25 (69.75)

B 114 81 (33 )
c 17.5 67.5 20

Totnl nroduction
costs: current prices 332.5 249.75 (82.75)

constant original
price 332.5 277.5 (55.0)

3. Distribution

95% of merchantta mark up:
Current price 95 128.25 33.25
Constant (original) price 95 142.5 h7.5

4. Production costs: Summary $000 p.a.
Current price Constant (original)jice

Increased production costs
of agriculture 265 353

Increased production costs
of distribution 33.25 [7.5

Total above ".M .5
Subtract: Decreased pro-

duction costs of transport 82.75 55.0
Increase in production costs

incident to increase in GNP 215.5 345.5



IIIC. Analysis of incraase in proaucer and consumer 1 lules
p.a.

1. Producer's surpluses before road after road increase or

improvement improvement decrease

a. Agriculture: Revenue from
sale 550 937.5 387.5

Proauction costs D0 795__ 265
Surplus (contribution
to real net income)-current

price 20 142.5 122.5
-constant(original) price 30 158.7 138.7

b. Transport: Revenue from
transport 350 277.5 (72.5)
Production costs 332 249.75 (82.75)

Surplus (contribution to
net real income)-current price 17.5 27.75 10.25
-constant (original) price 17.5 30.8 13.3

c. Distributors:
revenue from mark-up 100 135 35
Production costs 95 128.75 33.25
Surplus (contrioution to
nct real income)-current

prices 5 6.75 1.75
-constant (original) price 5 7.5 2.5

#000 p.a.
d. Producers' surplus: Sumnary Current price Constant (original)

price
Increase in surplus accruing

to farmers 122.5 136.7
Increase in surplus accruing

to merchants 1.75 2.5
Increase in surplus accruing

to carriers 10.25 13.3
Total increase T.7 -154.7

2. Coaawners' sH lus incident to increased
sales 090 eomputed as shown below) ol22,500

For Purchasers willing Cons.surplus per
and able to pay unit @ #90 price Units sold Total cons. surplus

4100 10 10,000 #100,000
99 9 500 4,500
98 3 500 4,000
97 7 500 3,500
96 6 500 3,000
95 5 500 2,500
94 4 500 2,000
93 3 5O 1,500
92 2 500 1,00
91 1 500 500
90 0 0 0
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IV. Economic benefits as measurable by transport savings
current price

Formula 1. (Savings to national economy)

10,000 units p.a.: transport cost of production
before road improvement $332,500 p.a.

15,000 unite p.a.: transport cost of production
after road improvement 249.750

Difference

Add back: transport cost on improved road of
5,ooo additional units 92 250

Saving adjusted for traffic increase 175000
Deduct: tax caponent 17 500

Net saving 157, 00

Formula 2. (Savings to vehicle owners)

Transport cost to haul original volume of 10,000 units
p.a.: applying unit costs before road improvement $332,500 p.a.

: applying unit costs after road improvement 166,250
(i) Saving, original traffic 166,250

Transport cost to haul additional volume of 5,000 units
p.a.: applying unit costs before road improvement 184;,500

applying unit costs after road improvement 92,250
Difference 92,250

(ii) Saving, induced traffic 50% of difference

(iii) Road-user savings on original plus induced traffic:
Saving to vehicle owners $212,375 p.a.
Deduct: tax canponent 21,235
Saving in terms of economic cost 191,140

Formula 3. (Savings to vehicle clients)

Transport charges for original volume of 10,000 units
p.a.: applying unit charges before road improvement 350,000 p.a.

: applying unit charges after road improvement 175,000
(i) Savings on original volume of goods 175,000

Transport charges for additional volume, of 5,000 units
p.a.: applying unit charges before road improvement 205,000 p.a.

- a-plying unit charges after road improvement 102 500
(ii) Savings on additional volume of goods
(iii) Savings on total volume $277,500 p.a.
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V. Economic benefits as measurable by increased production and trade

$000 p.a.

Constant
Current (original)
Prices Prices

1. Value of retail sales after
road improvement
10,000 original units @ $90 900 1,000
5,000 added units $90 450 500

Value at market 1,350 1;500
Subtract: sales of original

10,000 units @ $100 before
road improvement 1,000 1,000

a) Increase in GNP (before tax allowance) 350 500
Subtract: 10% allowance for taxes 35 50

b) Adjusted increase in GNP 70

2. Increase in GNP (before tax allowance) 350 500
Add: decreased payments for transport of

increased volume 72.5 41.7
increase in funds available to pay
non-transport factors 422.5 541.7
increased payments for marketing 753 5
increased payments for agriculture 387.5 491.7

3. Increase in GNP (before tax allowance) 35o 500
Subtract: increase in total costs of
production 215.5 345.5

Net increase in GNP 134.5 in .
Marketing component 1.75 2.5
Transport 10.25 13.3
Agriculture 122.5 138.7

VI. Economic benefits as measurable by consumer and producer surpluses

Current prices
1. Consumer surplus from sale of 15,000 units

@ $90/unit:
10,000 units in effective demand before
road improvement 0 $100/unit $100,000 p.a.

h,500 units in potential demand before
road improvement 0 $91-99/unit 22,500

500 units in potential demand before road
improvement @ $90/unit 0

Total $122,500
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2. Increase in distribution surplus from sale by
merchants of 50% more volume at equal (10%)
mark-up 1,750 p.a.

3. Increase in transport surplus frau wider profit
margins incident to more intensive use of
trucks, heavier payloads, reduced maintenance
needs.

10% of charges totaling $277,500 for 2,035,000
ton-miles on improved road 27,750

5% of charges totaling $350,000 for 1,250,000
ton-miles an original road 17 500

Increase p.a.

4. Increase in agricultural surplus from sale by
farmer of 50% more volume at higher realiza-
tion prices.

Source A producers 35,000
Source B producers 54s,500
Source C producers 33,000

Increase $122,500 p.a.

Current Constant (original)
Prices Prices

Increase in producer surpluses 134.5 154.5
Emergent consumer surplus 122.5 133.6 a/

237.0 218.

a/ 10,000 units in previous demand 111.1
5,000 units not in previous

demand 22.5
133.6

VII. Summary comparison of economic benefits as computable by various
measures

---- $000 (rounded) p.a. ----

Current Constant (original)
Prices Prices

A. Tranmort Savings

1. Savings to national ecanomy
(excluding tax component)

a) without allowance for increased
traffic volume 75 83

b) with allowance for increased
traffic volume 158 176
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Prices Constant (Original) Prices

2. Savings to vehicle owners
a) original traffic only:
i. including tax component 166 185

ii. excluding tax component 149 166
b) original plus induced traffic:
i. including tax component 213 237

ii. excluding tax component 191 213

3. Savings to vehicle clients
a) original traffic only 175 194
b) original plus induced

traffic 278 309

B. Increased production and trade (excluding tax component)

1. Increase in GNP without allowance
for decreased expenditure to
transport 315 450

increased volume of goods

2. Increase in GNP plus transport
savings adjusted for larger
traffic volume 473 626

3. Increase in net real income:
a) before allowance for release

of portion of vehicle fleet
for transport service on
other roads 121 139

b) allowance for vehicle release
assumed equal to 25% of
transport costs of production
before road improvement 56 62

TOTAL 17 201

0. Increased consumer and producer surplus

1. Release for other expenditures
and/or investment of consumer's
incme previously spent on
buying original volume of goods
at higher unit prices 100 111

2. Transfer of consumer income
(because of lower price)
from other goods and services
and/or savings 22.5 22.5

3. Generation of merchant,
carrier, and farmer profits
available for increased
investment and/or expendi-
ture 134.5 154.5

TOTAL 257 288
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D. Reduction In transport costa plus increased
production and trade attributable to transport
investment Current

Prices

1. Transport savings (costs of production) on
original traffic: - current prices (net of tax) $119,000 p.a.

- constant (original) price 166,000

2-. Assumed composition of required incremental
investment in transport and agricultural
facilities

Total 100% 100% 100%

Road construction and vehicle fleet 75 50 25
Agricultural production 25 50 75

-----$000 p.a. ----

Constant
Current (Original)
Price Price

3. Increase in GNP 315 450

Attributable to transport investment
assumed to be:
- 25% of total investment 79 112
- 50% 157 225
- 75% 236 337

4. Economic benefits attributable
to improved roads

Assuming: 25% investment ratio 228 278
50% 306 391
75% 385 503
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PROJECT ELEMENTS AND THE PROJECT MODL

GEORGE B. BALD Vic *

INTRODUCCION funds for the purpose of creting physical asees whose subsequent
use can be anslyced wth the usual tools of economic and financial

People arc Suetrs bothered h u 4 do not have a clear anasis. In other words, any pOJect, even if it is only part of a

and untmbiguous conception of just what a projtct is. They can much largr enterprise, can he loked at and aiwlyced "as if" it were

relax: there is no cler, sharp technical definition of a project. It is an independent, sear-conied prodcri uni Thee de tWo
prfectly adequate and respectable to rely on common sense and key tests - ore, the crim, of a new unit of prodctior. (which
convenience may replace an alder or competing one) which vsill use reources

to meet sonc need, and two, this new or renewed unit of economuL
One is often tenpted to think that a devenpmen project neces- activi ut be sufficienly self-contained In sak it amena% so

sarily means the es0bishmenr of a complete legal, managerial and econiomic and financil analysis. This rcquirerens that a project
financial and accounting entity. In bany eaes this may he tie. should be somhing relatively "self-contained" allows us o avoid
But in the mejority of eases project represent the e.xpenditure of calling every ture of capital funds "a project". It would be
capital funds by preesistig emitics which scant to exend ar improve silly for emple to define the expenditure of capital funds for one
their operations. We wil define a project as any e.xpenditure of electtic motor or for oe loom that will become part of a new weav-

ing shed as independent projects - she weaving ehed is cb-iuy
the project. On the other had, a railway that wans to (1) build a

RESUMEN new extenon, (2) repl;ce its steam locomotives with diesel (3) to
double-track its bir line, and (4) erect a wagobuilding (try

ELEMINTOS DE UN P"iOYECTO Y EL FOYECTO MODEIO s'ally has four seprae tets on its h:nds even though they n'ie tt
all be finaned os part of a single forcing loan and night be referrer

5e define "us proycco" como un gao do fondos con ai to collectively as one project.
fin de crer oclivos fisios cL'yo use subseuaente puede ser oa- The aap- is an ctiviylizodo per '0s n6lodos ussolos 6el on6lisis econ6mico y finan-
ciero. Aqui se ofrece un ridek generol pa' ayucdor en el cnd- taimed to permit finanial and economic analyss raises the questio n
lis's do cualquier proyecto. El e'.nliatn no piede ser especialista of how to approach this task. It is sometimes said that each Sector
en todos los ramos, pa> con un modelo general londr6 In visi6n of the conomny has such distinctive and chaacreritic problems that
omplia que so requIere de 61. each is in fact unique and th4 analysis of projects in each sector had

(Parn el modeto completo, von Fig. 3). better be left to sector experts. This statement is half true; lamer
Bdsicamente, ci roedefa os de on pt~c'o insumo-producto. on we shall reuris to the true half. But to begin wish I Asant to

La dlwenca entre insumas infernos (noro do obro y copilot) deal with that part of the statement which is not true. A major
y exlernos se explice; Ic CreostCn del proluclo es In ocliviidod reason why projccts in different sactors are freq:emly felt to be
de combinor los insrnet ineernos y eXfrnos. Lo evolunci6n do dissimilar is imply that long tadirins have developed ir each ctorun proyecto empiezo cllI Andlisis del mr-odo e recesidod. Js that have tended to feed a spirr of independence and separatismneca crio y Otil el procuedo o Cit sev Ycio? _,itneretric Gfilel poduso o c seatleand to neglect those aees of project which they share rgardless

La mayor por'e do In evo'oi6n so concentra en decidir of the sectors from whih they niy be drawn. However, for the
auk velores 1teran cierhs c-renlor do Ia veoluoci6n. Hay que training of well-rounded and flexible project aualyst, as individuals,

costdr.ce 2 cclmes: 11 conhide:os hikfces do inaursos y produc-
oas; 2) predos y roeo). El ortak dose amgu-rse anies do and for the building up of appraisal staffs in pleniing boCes and

todo do o certeoz do los volo s mitu'o d los ingenioros. financing intitutions, there is a considerae advntage in seting
Lcs supoci;tront t, a ices d-aterra, ci e-mn do producto Glil out not from the uniqueness of projects in each sector (itelf m-uh

de todo proyucto, U mona do erar sos dotes 16cnicos too broad a statement) bus frorm a way of thinking abot projects
y En ncieos e "co for"los z;.e Ei L ir-ggicrivo de "on -

lisis de sen sib id d" c ee las ed ment cru irles, that un erscores he essential sim ilarity of projects no m rtter from
what sectors they may be drawn-.

Porn introducir vclores econ6micos y finoticecs en ai mo-
dole, es convonient divid;- a Jos proycelci err 2 closes, corner- The remnainder of tis chapter is concerned wish developig a
cio'es y serv;ctalas Do alL, se puado poser a invesligor 2 puanos, relatively simply generaliQed model of a development project that
onalisis finorcaeo (podbTlidod do gononci) y onlis ocon6- can be applied to any sector of the economy. This rnode is cer-

rmco, (Yor: del proy do en In c:ornomo ganorol). tainly not sufficient by itself to permit a project ar-e o p-rfon

Miranda ai valor agregado (Frg. 3) ei esencial entonder quo conapesently in any s etor withouL a great deal of spefic kn -
eso represeno e volor gen:croa entre I: unidad de produecion ledge of and eperience in the sector cIlerned. Howeetr, 0he model
mismac, esto e, c! mismo p-edeito. Esto cs un punto de conf-
si6n, hoy qve cvolor ta rolocin entre X, same do cepi!C y of
currento conreaiiondiente del vcor acr, o qua s copaz da
gerercr. No sn refiee a Ic rolc: dcl tote d, copial y ci va-
ior en el seredo irarie dl p.-oduso laid. Este rcpeiena t * George B. Baldw;n, dO los Estcdos Unidos, recibi6 su doctrodo on
same do mnm cmpredo: y velor ogeoa. Oln cose ia- Econmia d! Instt Tcrnol6gco do Massechsetls, y ensaii6 cli des-
pornowe sobre el vonr cersodo c; s-coree->nda sxanlo- de 1948 fiste 1956. Er 1962 iros6 l Banco Inferrodo-ril da Re-
mont a o remrunerac6n nol do los fadoros do prndcien ligo- conslruccin y Fotenle. Ha publicodo don l''.e, Beyond t~ioniis-
dos a Jo unidad do produecon. Coer The L.o r Croblo r asoEuiS, Cocl n I'dsral Growth in feuth

Jndies Cots Sit t in Economc eeopmant. So tIr ib: An .c-out
Fnoimcntv, hey qu raror cosfor y banctles to co7- of Piun ing rind Doiopr' In irdA ser publidt este c~o per I

t'n cnrl or Ia onoei6n e ii los berofietas (Lee'i) vSia Job He I: PcP
le:t coa a. secr hues tde s e4 "Sc-et aEs c meki e de ces
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does have the great advantage of putting project analyscs in a posi- Producing Unit
tion where they know how to attack projects of a type they may be
unflimiliar with. It is then that they must call on their energy, The prod. process

enuity, and htmility as they try to translate the main elements Inputs )Outpus
of the general model into th al-importnt spcifics of the individual or activity

projets that come to them.
Figure 1

WHAT THE MODEL TELLS US
This is a picture of any kind of useful economic unit we care

A model is a simplified repesensation of reality. There are to think of. It mighr represent a factory, a powet generating station,
many kinds of models-physial scale models, pictures, word descrip- a retail store, a peasant farm, a merchant ship, a national airline (or
tions, or a Set of mnrthemTia reLaJjt IIieis The; m. we shall be ..noaeomh tp The mdel w indeed a single airplne), a primary school or a university, a rural health
talking about in this chapter is a diagram and word-description of clinic or art urban hospital, a super highway or a rural feeder road, or
the various parts of the picturc and what they mean.

even a local polie taio or a minist ry building or perhapsL, eveit S

The value of a model lies in its ability to give us a quicker and presidnti nn Each of these repreents a center of economic

better understanding of reality thant if we try to look directly at activiry of sme kind. Its oMput may not be anything phtsical or

reality itself, or approached it through the detailed study of the sep- tangible-indeed a great many useful "production units" in every

rate parts that make up reality. We do not expect an engineer to economy exist to produce itangible outputs that we call services.

know all aspects of a project; we expect him to be an expert only But every one of these economic units either makes sonmeihing arit-

on its engineering elements. We do not expect a financial analyst gible and physical or proides some useful intangible sevice, the

to know all about a project; we expect him to be exprt only on the production of which requires the use of certain economic resources

financial elements of a project. In the final analysis the task of purchased from outside the economic unit in question. These "ex-

project appraisal consists of harmonizing the expert contributions of tern I inputs", if they were not used at the point under consid-

various specialists who work on the major separate elmens of airy en, would be available for use somewhere else in the economy
project. On the other hand, there are certain people who have a (in a genetil sense we are here touching on the most important
special responsibilhty for taking an overall view of any project, people single quesion involved in project appraisal: Is a proposed us of

who must have an understanding of how she main elements fit resources at a particular point in the economy - i.e. in pioject A,

together. In addition, the specidists themselves can benefit if they as good a use of these resources as any other we can find. Nobody

havean overall understanding of how their contribution will fit into would vote to use tesources for low-priority uses because using them
the total project appraisal. This book is intended primarily for people for such purposes makes them unavailble for any other project andi

concerned with the economic and financial evaluation of projects. causes us to miss better opportunities).

People with these skills (and particulary the economists) have both Just as all projects require external inputs they also require the
a generalist and specialist role in project analysis. Consequently it use: of a certain amount of capital and labor which are attached to
s probably more important that these two groups understand all the economic unit and which may be calld the "internal inputs".
rae major elements of a project and their relationships than it is for Indeed, these internal imputs ore the economic unit; without them
other professions who contribute to the overall evaluation, the unit would not exist, They are the economic "assets" which

constitute the firm, or enterprise, or economic unit or indeed what-
One of the problems many economists have in communicating ever name we want to give our project. The distinction hetween

effectively with other professions is that they are concerned with "external" and "internal" inputs calls for a revised diagram:
concepts and measurements that apply to the aggregate level of
national economic activity. They tend to think in terms of national Producing Unit
income or national product. Projects, however, are made up of
details whose relationships to the larger concepts of national income External
and national product are not always self-evident. One of the great Inputs Prod. process Outputs
values of a simple project model is that it can show how each scp-
rate act of investment -each project- can be related to national
income analysis anJ to other aglregae economic concepts and meas-
urements frequeiidy encountered in economic analysis. For example, Internal Inputs
the essential concept of value added is immediately made clear and
so is its distribution among the factors of production. The rela- . Labor the unit's "assets"
tionship of a project's value added (and the factor incomes which It. Capohl s
Mke up value added) can then be related easily and directly to Fu C

national income. The effect of that rather mysterious concept "sha- Figure 2
[ices", and of excise taxes, can be simply demonstated. So

can the useful concepts of the capital-utput ratio, the caphal- Our use of the word 'assets" in the diagram is rot exactly the
-lment ratio, and the financial analyst's concept of "cash flow". some as its use in accountir. and as it would appear on a company
model itself does not of course tell us what tests to apply to balance sheet. One relativly minor adjustment is the necessity for

ide whether or not a particular project is a good one. That tking account of working capital; this is easy, since all it represents
-wa is dealt wish in later chapters. But the model does provide is en enlargement of the capital of the enterprise by taking into

of organizing our thinking and of visualizing relationships and account the fact that some of the "eternal inputs" have been
headed in the right direction as we set out on the task of purchased and are in process of moving through production activiies
evaluation and start to "put numbers on things"--i~e. to and being combined with internal outputs and may be in distri-

physical quantities and to put prices on them. busion channels swairing sale. A much more important point is
that one of the factors of she production, lbr, cannot he considered

EL IN ITS SIMPLEST FORM: a eapf as in the legal or acconing sense. The resn for this

iss arM oar slary. IfseR wvece art acceptabl humnan ir. :rru
nil begin with the very simple diagram I below (the full t-, 1n-nh it i;s po to imie tha al or r of

-I -ay be founid in Fixe 3): _r a ,sipply sacd to Cy eso::tic uni cor b -eased
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exactly like any building or piece of machinery. It would be possible cropped); the frequency of machine breakdowns; the number of
to estimate the present value of the future services of each laborer working days per year; the amount of heat energy that will be
for the remainder of its useful economic life and to enter this value extracted from a given amount of fuel; the percenta;;e of final output
as one of the capital assets of the enterprise. Such asets could then thar may be imperfect in quality or completely unsaleable; the yield
be bought and sold just like any other capital assets. This is precisely of crops per hectare, and many similar quesriorra. Part of tile
what was done in an earlier period of histcry in thse countries expertie of technicians and engineers in any given field is that they
where slavery was practiced. The legal ban on .as'very tns.s that will catty around is their heads certain standards that allov them
labor has to be considereJ a crrent input and that the lenh of the to give answer to every one of these qestiots. An important a rt
future period of its services has constantly to be renegotaed - i.e. for of a solid projec appraisl, rowever, is to test the reasonabeness
an additional month or year or whatever the employer :ad employee of the assurtions or judgments made by the tectnicians in the
can agree on, paricular cse at hand. For example, a feasibility study made by

The activity of combining the external arid inTrcnLr inPuts results persons not srtff ciently familiar with the degree of availbility of raw

in the creation of the output, the goods or services which the project tra hb or skilled ber in a jarricular locality or who asume that
was designed to producc. Eventually thc e goods or services will be b'otivated in a developing country with the sune
sold, or if they do not consist of outputs meant to be sold, they will intenity as in others from which the technician may draw his stan-
otherwise enter the uses for which their production wa deig . d al easily lead to judgmets which will be later disappointed

It is at this point in our project diagram that every project appraic
shoul begin-i.e. with a market analysis. It makes no difference It may appear prestrnsj'uous for other people to question the
whether or not the project output is intended for sale; if ir is tro, asutnprions and judgment of engineers and other technical experts.
to be sold, all we need to do is to change the term "mrket analysis Anyone who feels this way is unfit for the role of a project analyst!
to read "need analysis". If one cannot establish reasor e prospects Question-asking is one of the chief "techniques" of project evaluation
for making use of the output of a project, there is obviously no and everyone involvcd in the art must cultivate this habit. Sonre-
point in wasting people's time and money in evaluating any other times the quesrions will be asked face-to-face, as the various peolIe
aspects of the proposal- in the chain of art evaluation ask others for carifications, explats

The producing unit we have been talking about represerts what tions, or for Mor informtion. Often uesiots wil get asked only
is created when "the ptoject" is completed. Thus a project is rerlly in the mind of sn analyst as he asks hirmelf whether or not tile
the process of spending capital funds to bring into existence new data before him are rcat e and utrbisd. I will help imnensely
economic units. We could of course treat the process of investment if the people prepering the data have made explicit the assumptions
-i.e. the activity of creating new producing units- in exactly the on which their calculations rest.

some terms we have been using above. That is, we could conceive Orne systematic way to deal with technical and financial data
of an existing producing unit, a construction firm, which cornbined that rest on assuripions and judgment is to sce how the results are
certain external inputs with its own internal inputs to produce an affected by changing the data, The imaginative use of "sensitivity
"output" which would consist of a new producing unit. But when analysis" can show which elements and judgments about them are
we talk about project evaluation we are talking about the evaluation crucial in the overall analysis. People responsible for the evaluation
of the long-run prospects of a producing unit which it is proposed can then corcenttate their energies in sharpening up the estimates
to construct. for these particubrly important elements and can try to assure that

THE PHYSICAL AND MONETARY VALUES USED. the performance of the project, when it comes into operation, will

The largest part of project appraisal usually consists of deciding live up to expectations in these key problem areas.

what numbers (values) to put on certain elements of the appraisal. THE COMPLETE DIAGRAM AND ITS PARTS
These numbers will be ol two kinds, physical quaniries of inputs We are now ready to introduce ecnomic ard financial valtre
and outputs and economic and/or finencid velue of inputs and out- into the diagr.. This is done in Figure 3. The lines
puts, i.e. prices and costs (a cost is simply the price of an input). represent economic and finial flows, usually flows of money. The
We are not yet ready to talk about finatcial and economic values. of money begins of course on the output side of the diara
However, this is the place to emphasize the crucial importance of
the quantitative values which the engineers place on the various in . dection o ie t te pia flws withywhich weoav
external and internal inputs in any project and on the yields result- so ardbeeconcne
ing from their combination. These technical assumptions and esti-

mates determine the volume of useful output to be expected from It is convenient to divide all projects into two broad classes, (1)
any project. The subsequent economic and financial appraisal of the those that are revenue-producing and self-financing (i.e. "commetr-
project will be greatly affecred by what the engineers tell us about cial" type projects) and (2) non-revenue producing projects. The
the physical basis of the project's operations, first class of projects are normally intended to cover all their costs

The kinds of quantitative technical assumptions I have in mind (i.e. their use of external and internal inputs) by the sale of their

are perhaps easiest to think of in terms of a factory or a farm, but outputs, usually with something left over (profit). In every economy,

they apply equally to any type of economic activity including schools, however there are many units of produc:tion that are not expected to

hospitals, roads, theaters, goverment mnirsites, airlines, harbors, cover their costs from the sale of the:ir outputs. Tey have to be vwrolly

power plants, or anything else. After the engineers have deermined or partially financed from other sources. Naturally the great bulk of

the product-mix for the enterprise in terms of specific quantities such projects are carried on by goverrnment which can finance such
end qualities of annual output, they must then determine the activities by raisitg funds through taxation and distributing them

amounts and qualities of each specific purchased input required and through the budget.

make assumptions about how much of this may be spoiled or wasted Let us begin with a revenue-producing project intended to cover
before it becomes embodied in final products; they must make as- its full costs from sales. The volume of sees per month or per year
sumptions about lbor sills and other factors effccting labor produc- repreents a certain ntmber of physical unis of uwput multiplied
tivity, inclrsdinr its avilty at the site where the project will be by their prices ("market price"). This is the amont of money the
conrsr'cted; the rate of uiication of macinery and other capital cusomers pay and it start, a flow of fud towad the prdtrcin

, uprenr (e g. the numbr of shifts in scho:ls as asel as in fI eerie If there su be a t on the orp u
tocies, or whether or not a pardtcular piece of land will Ie dotrbl some of the Money plid y custoner< will no gem through to the



Figure 3
A GENERAL MODEL OF A PROJECT
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enterprise but will be diverted into the government treasury. That Table 1. Distribution of Natonal Income
is why in Fig. 3 the prices used to represent cash received by the (or of thc Value Addcd in tProject)
unit are not necessarily the same as those paid by the customers. Income (Before Income taes) Paid Out As:
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other economic units in the form of payments to outside suppliers.What enterprises enterprises
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in Diagram 2 is more charaeteris:ic of a large industrial enterprise
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if the project was a humble capital improvement on the farm were completely free. This calculation would put this particular

of a peasant who had never heard of accounting the resulitng increase project on the sante footing as other projects which did not enjoy

in "value added" could nevertheless be estimated (by a farm eco- soh favorbe protection and might reveal that, even though the

nornic study) and would take the form of an increase in "Income of project looked attractive financially to irs sponsors, it appeared much
unincorporated enterprises". This would be a miNture of the peasant's less attractive from the paint of view of the national interest.
wage, the net profit on his capital investment, any interest he had It is essential to reale that Value Added represents the amount
to pay in the event his project had been financed partly from
borrowed capital, and any taxes he might have to pay on his incomce, o v d or grad i 1,e r i nt itself. It is this amount of valus which is the true "ouput" -- the true "pro-
profits, or property (this is the same concept as a corporation's .c

"Ca ~ iS Of tC L S rt -7 oi-L d~uon "- for wh ic Che eolnmic uni l l take reii. The
"cash flow") . Is is because of the impossibility of sorting out these
separate ele of te incoms of small pttt unit itelf can take no credit for values purchased from outide the

firm. The malin poinlt Df Pr~jec't evalutionl is to n edciin or)
everything is lumped together as the "net income of unincorporated
enterprises" (here, "net" means "after operating xpns )how best to allocate resources, particulrly capital. One of the main

questions always asked is: low much econoJi salue can we get
To take another example from a different sector: If the project frorn usin a particular amount of capital in a specific proicct? That

were a prinary school, most of the factor payments would consist is, we vant to kno" the relationship between a given amount of

of Category N' 1 (salary payments to teachers). It is likely tLat the capita and she amount of "value added" ir will be capable of
accounts of the school or Ministry of Education might not show any generatin. The later will b, the true "output" of the capital
remuneration for capital either in the form of depreciation or of emldicd in the project. This is in fact precisely what the "capital/

interest, income taxes, reinvested earnings, or dividends. On the output ratio refers to -it does not refer to the relationship between

other hand, the government might be paying interet if it had the amont of capital being ued and the value of the total output
borrowed funds to construct the school building, but this interet in the ordinary sense. The latter represents the sur of purchased

would probably not pas through the accounts of the school itself inputs plus value added. Not infrequently one finds project reports
would be handled as an internal transaction within the Mnistry of which are confused on this point and which represent the capital/

Finance. Again the Ministry of Education's budget would probably output ratio of the project as being the amount of capital embodied

not include any funds to cover the depreciation of school building in the rject over the total value of project output. This can be
Although, if the Ministry's accounts were kept as most economists a useful ratio, but it is not the capital/output matio (it is in fact the
would like them to be kept, they would indeed include provision "turn-over ratio"). While the capial our/put ratio is of some
for this. However the accounts may be kept, school building will interest arid usefulness in project appraisal, its significance is dis-

inevitably depreciate, and a thorough project appraisal must take tinctly limited, It is certainly far from sufficient by itself to give
this fact into account as one factor to consider. us any final judgment about the economic desirability of a project.

We will come back to this question of the remuneration of the A second Linportant point about "value aJded" is that it corre-

factors of production in a minute. For the present it is enough to sponds exactly to the total remuneration of the factors of production

note that we can step off from this point in our diagram in two attached to the production unit. The relation between the payment
major directions: (1) into the details of financial analysis, concerned of the faetofs and value added is that of an identity, i.e. there are

with the project's "means of support" and financial profitability and simply different ways of looking at the same thing. In many project
(2) into economic analysis, which is concerned with the value of appraisal it may not be enough simply to arrive at a sitge overall
the project to the economy and not with its ability to survive finan- estimate of value sdded; we may want to know in coniderable

cially. detail what the distribution of this value is among the various factors of
production -how much for wages, how much for taxes, how much

The bottom half of Fig. 3 shows -in extremely schematic form- for depreciation, how much for profits, etc. Indeed it is impossible
the way in which economic and financial analysis relates to the to make a calculation of the financial or economic rate of return of
physical or "real" analysis covered by the top half of the diagram. the project without separating out that part of value added wlich
The first line (11-1) shows how the important economic concept of represents remuneration of capital -and then further separating out
"value added" relates to the physical analysis in the top of the the five distinct components of the total return to capital reCresented
diagram. In aggregate terms value added is simply the difference by depreciation, interest payments, income taxes, reinvested earnings,
between the value of the unit's output and the value of all pur- and dividends. (See Table 1).
chased inputs. It is easy to see that the term simply refers to the
amount of value added to whatever value all the purchased inputs Finally we come to the most important of all the many calcu-

possessed as they entered the production unit (i.e. their delivered lations that go to make up a good project appraisal. This is the

cost). The amount of "value added" generated in any project will comparison of costs and benefits, usually done as a rate-of-return

obviously depend on both the quantity of output and the price at calculation. As show in Fig. 3 the use of the external and internal

which it is valued. Thus it is possible to conceive of two exactly resources up to the break in the line represents the use of both

similar textile mills or cement factories, one of which is operating capital and current inputs, uses which are represented by capital

in a highly competitive environment, the other enjoying a high costs and o;perating (or "current") costs. There may be different

degree of monopoly power. The latter mill can easily charge a ways of measuring cosr; but however they are MIessured, coss rep-

considerably higher price than the former. With exactly the same resent the amount of value used in turnitg out a particulr volume

physical amount of both external and internal inputs, it will never- of outputs. The central question in project appraisa! is always whe

theless generate a much greater amount of value added simple ther or not the benefits represented by the outputs are worth the

because of the favorable prices at which the physical output can be costs or sacrifices involved in producing them. At a very general

valued. However, the price at which monopoly cement may be sold level one may say that if the same amount of resources could have

in the market, while highly relevant for the financial analysis of been used to produce an even larger armount of benefits, then the

the enterprise, may not be acceptable at all from the point of view proposed project should be abandoned in favor of the opportunity

of an economic analysis. If the high price of cement were the result with the lrger benefits. If one want ahead with the proposed

of a large anount of tariff protection or of a restrictive import project, ev:en thou-h it miht yield a profit, one would nevertheless

policy, and economis might mke his calcuions with a much pa- an adirional "cost" over and above she costs exphy ten into

lowem suit price -- fc example, the price of cement landed a: the account is the posujc anprisl This aiml nr cos ou:'d be
main ports, which is what buyers would have to pay if the market she difference between the anrt of benefit re.,id in the project
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you chose and the larger benefit in the alternaive project. The latter 'We are now ready to compare costs and benefits. This is re-

woufd represent an opportunity missed. In many cases the difference served for subsequent chapters. All we will say here is that there

tween two projects may be so small or so uncertain that no precise are many different ways of carrying out such comparisons, and that

comparison is possible. Or it miTght be that after completing the there are often different points of view as to which kinds of cakl.

less desirable project one could then take up the more desirable lations are most appropiate for particular types of projecs. For the

project -even though it might have been preferable, from a 5hem- prest we Will sm l te that there is no one ealculationi i

retical point of view, to take up the more desirale project first. can be relied on iv a applicale to prject in f
sectors. Even if there were a single agreed test of project profibily

Nevertheless, this concept of "oportunity costs is central to the there ar o many notty problems in carrying out saris
economic aspect of project appraisal since it focuses attention not on factory measurements of costs and benefits that the results must be
whether a proposal can pass a certain minimum test of acceptability reg:rded as human estimates, not as reveltions of divine ceratttes.
but the harJer test of whether or not there are any other possible IThis is oii important reason for not giving cost/benefit calulaions
projects which might yield greater benefits for the same anount of excessive 'eight in the final decision whether or not to proceed
costs. with a project.
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CONYRENCE HELD IN CCOtfBIA UNIVERSITY FILED 3. Baldwin speech bk.
Novenber 19.8

FOUR STUDIES ON TIE IRANIAN "BRAIN DRAIN'

Introduction

On ' 1966, an article appeared on page 1 of the New York Times

reporting the results of a world-wide reconnaissance of the "brain drain"

by Dr. Ehsan Naraghi. Dr. Naraghi, Director of the Institute of Economic

and Social Studies in Tehran, had conducted his impressionistic survey on

behalf of the United Nations Special Fund, which has had a long-standing

interest in the training of human resources. Dr. Naraghi's report was

not rich in statistics, but it sounded a world-wide alarm about the loss

of trained personnel from the less,- to the more-developed countries. It

did not take long for many influential Iranians to decide that their

country was suffering from the world-wide drain which Dr. Naraghi had found

to exist. By the sumer of 1967 the Shah's twin sister, Princess Ashraf,

was reported to be establishing a high-level committee to study the Iranian

brain drain. At a somewhat lower level (but clearly in response to acme

high-level prodding) an informal committee of well-known economists and

educators held a few meetings to discuss the problem and to plan some

studies. Informal soundings were made about organizing an international

brain drain conference in Tehran to demonstrate Iran's leadership In doing

something about this alarming problem.

The bulk of this paper was prepared for a conference held at Colinbia
University in November, 1968. This paper is an extension and revision
of the conference document, published in the conference volume under
the title, "The Iranian "Brain Drain"?".
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History was cruel to these intentions but kind to Iran: no high-level

brain drain committee was ever established, none of the planned studies

were ever carried out, no conference was called. Within 12 months of the

1967 flurry of interest in Iran's assumed brain drain it became difficult

to find anyone in Tehran who continued to show any interest in the problem.

The Iranian economy of 1968-69 was riding a wave of prosperity that hardly

reflected any serious bottlenecks of educated manpower made it difficult

to argue that development wan being held back by high-level manpower

shortages. Iranian leaders, instead of complaining to foreigners about the

number of good Iranians who were working abroad, were taking pride in the

number who were returning home. By the summer of 1969 the Iranian brain

drain was over.

The "on again, off again" character of Iran's brain drain partly

reflects the Iranian style of handling public issues. But partly, too,

it reflects the reality of a small problem that had grown fmaler. Indeed,

it is easy to let the foreigner's somewhat cynical amusement at the non-

handling of a non-problem blind one to the major lesson of Iran' s experience.

This lesson is that a nation which is succeeding in providing reasonably

satisfying employment opportunities under conditions of relative political

stability can succeed in holding on to its key manpower. Nearly every

other country study in this volume reports manpower losses that result

from overproduction of educated personnel who cannot be used because the

economy has failed to generate sufficient effective demand for their services.

Iran's prosperity of the mid-sixties has pushed effective demand high in
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many fields. The result is that during this decade relatively few key

men have been leaving, and many have returned. What makes this experience

especially significant is the change it represents from a decade ago:

then, economic and political uncertainty pushed many talented Iranians

abroad, along with many untalented ones. A major lesson of Iran's

moderate loss of high-level manpower in the 1950's and early sixties is

that such flown can reverse themselves if home conditions turn favorable -

even when there are boom conditions abroad. The Iranian lesson may not

be universal; but there is no reason to think it unique.

In the early 1960's there were indeed reasonable grounds for suspect-

ing that Iran was losing more than her share of high-level manpower to

Western Europe and the United States (the two regions to which Iranians

overwhelmingly go for higher studies and for foreign employment. By

"more than her fair share" I mean only a rate of emigration of students

or of professional manpower higher than some rather vague notion of a

"normal" level of emigration -- i.e., normal as measured by the level of

earlier years or by the rates of loss experienced by similar countries.

We would be on much surer ground if the statistics were better than

they are. For example, the Government of Iran does not know, except in

very general terms, how many Iranians are studying abroad in any year, in

what countries they are studying, or in what fields. Losses from this

student population through emigration are almost a pure guess. Nor can

the host countries provide much better information. It is true that

Iranian Embassies in countries where most Iranians study (e.g., the U.S.,
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Germany, the U.K., France, Switzerland) are supposed to keep in touch with'

Iranian students in those countries. But records are hopelessly incouplete,

out of date, and unanalyzed. I do not know about European governments, but

the U.S. government does not publish figures on Student Visas issued to

Iranians year-by-year, nor can it tell us how many Student Visas are

converted each year into Resident Visas, a figure that would be a useful

clue in measuring student brain drain. The American Ebbassy in Tehran

has historical records of Student Visas issued, but it has not had money

or staff to dig these figures out of the files. So one may say that while

data often exist, statistics often do not.

Even if we had good statistics they would tell us more about "bodies"

than "brains." When we use the term "Brain Drain" we implicitly;have in

mind something more than "bodies"; we mean bodies that contain above-

average brains that have been given special value for nation-bufling by

virtue of the education and training invested in them. As a practical

matter I do not know of any objective way of classifying the quality of

Iranians who emigrate, either tenporarily or permanently. The most satis-

factory classification I have encountered is a common-sense grading pf

human resources suggested by a well-known Iranian who has given considerable

thought to this problem, Dr. Jahangir Amouzegar. In speaking of Iranians

in the U.S. he classified them into three groups:

1. A tiny group of first-class brains who could not be used in

Iran because the physical environment and working conditions

necessary for the use of their talents does not yet exist
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there. The world, including Iran, is better off when such

rare individuals emigrate to a country where they can exer-

cise their gifts. My own guess in that this group would

account for less than half of one per cent of the population

under consideration.

2. At the other end of the scale, the bottom end, is a fairly

large group of what might be called petit-bourgeois Iranians

most of whom came to the U.S. as students after failure to

gain admission to an Iranian university. They typically arrive

in the U.S. with very little money and are forced to take up

menial part-time employment to make ends meet. They often take

English-language instruction and register at some small college

for a few courses. Eventually many of them marry American girls.

These people have little to return to in Iran: they themselves

would be embarrassed to return to their humble parental origins

and their wives simply would not accept it for long. Consequently,

many in this group remain here. Their families can point proudly

to their sons "in America" and celebrate them as a new type of

"Haji." They find more status and fulfillment by remaining in

the U.S. than if they returned home. This group is very close

to the classical European emigrant who came to the U.S. in the

19th century. I would hazard a wild guess that this "bottom"

layer might account for 40-70 per cent of the total.



3. The third and last of Dr. Amouzegar's classes is a fairly

sizable middle group, somewhat above petit-bourgeois status,

who come from relatively good socio-economic backgrounds in

Iran and ho successfully acquire in the U.S. an education and

a training that would be useful in Iran. It might account for

30-60 per cent of the total Iranian student population in the

U.S. This is the critical group I shall have in mind in mach

of what follows.

The E.W.A. Studies

In 1967-68 EW.A. sponsored four research projects in Iran that were

designed to throw light on the emigration of Iran's elite manpower. Three

of the studies were conducted by contractors, the fourth by the author.

All four projects were intended to throw light on a single question: has

Iran been experiencing a level of emigration sufficiently serious so that

it has interfered with national development, particularly economic develop-

ment? Put differently, have we any reason to believe that Iran's growth

during the past 10-15 years would have been faster if its rate of emigre-

tion had been lower? The first task was to define the problem conceptually

to decide what it is we wanted to learn. We defined our objectives with

three broad questions:

1. From the point of view of national development (again, parti-

cularly economic development) what were the key positions and

what skills were needed to fill these positions? This went far



beyond the usual manpower approach, since it involved us in

highly subjective judgments about critical development insti-

tutions, the critical jobs in these critical institutions, and

the kinds of education and training needed to fill these key

jobs.

2. How many key jobs did we need to worry about, in a quantitative

sense? Here the main problem was to decide whether demand

should be quantified by reference to some notion of (a) "needs"

or "potential demand" (measured by international standards such as

,the number of doctors, or professors, or extension agents per

thousand population) or (b) by reference to "effective demand,"

i .e., what the country can employ and pay for within the short-

run future. Question 1 is the qualitative aspect of demand;

question 2 is the quantitative aspect.

3. From the supply side, one then had to try to measure the serious-

ness of present shortages of qualified candidates for the key jobs

and, where shortages existed, one was then ready to ask if there

were qualified Iranians abroad who could fill these posts if

only they would return home.

It proved very difficult to design straightforward research projects

that could throw light on what we wanted to know. The migration statistics

available from normal government sources, either in Iran or in the countries

to which Iranians go for study or for work, were of almost no usi in decid-

ing whether or not a Brain Drain existed. This van chiefly becanse government
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statistics on international migration are not organized with this problem

in mind; but partly it was because neither the Iranian nor any foreign

governments has had the time or money or ability to analyze what statistics

they do have for purposes of Brain Drain analysis. This lack of helpful

government statistics means that students of the problem must try to

generate their own statistics. These are bound to be scrappy and incoplete,

will often be based on the experience of single institutions, and will usually

throw only indirect light on the overall problem. But a few statistics

are better than none. Furthermore, statistics are not the only facts.

One of the great strengths of research focused on selected institutions

is that in addition to some quantitative data it reveals other "facts" that

are equally Important.

The four research projects to be summarized below consisted of the

following:

1. A study of the records of 3,2OO individuals who had returned

to Iran during the four years 1963-67 to learn the distribution

of foreign study by countries and by fields and levels of

study. This study was done by the National Institute of Psychology,

headed by Dr. Iraj Ayman.

2. A questionnaire-interview study of 50 key development agencies

designed to find out how seriously their work had been affected

by emigration. This too was done by the National Institute of

Psychology.

3. A study of over 4,000 application forms in the Tehran files of

the American Friends of the Middle East, covering the years
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1954-66. This study covered only Iranians intending to study

in the U.S.A. It was designed to find out more about who these

students were, in Lerms of broad socio-economic and educational

characteristics, and which colleges and universities they

entered. The study could not tell us anything about student

return to Iran. This work has been done by A.F.M.E. itself.

4. A study of experience with overseas faculty recruitment at

Pahlavi University in Shiraz. This was an attempt to describe

how the University went about identifying and contacting

candidates in the U.S. and to measure its success in persuading

men to accept faculty positions in Shiraz. This work was done

by the author.

After summarizing the findings of each of these four projects I shall

present seven svmmry generalizations about the Brain Drain which I think

apply not only to Iran but to a great many countries.

1. Some Educational Characteristics of Returned Students

One of the greatest gaps in our statistical understanding of migration

is the lack of figures on people who return. The largest class of such

people in Iran are graduating university students, or recent graduates.

The National Institute of Psychology attempted to get at this figure by

studying such records on returned students as were available at the High

Council of Education. Until that organization was abolished in the reorgani-

zation of higher education late in 1967, the High Council was the Iranian

certifying agency for alU diplomas and degrees awarded by foreign educational
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institutions. It was not mandatory that returning Iranians should go to

the High Council to have their degrees registered. However, they did have

to do this if they wanted to apply for a government position; but normally

a large proportion of returning students have tried for government positions.

Consequently, we can assuaie that a large but uncertain proportion of return-

ing foreign-educated Iranians did register with the Council.

L.I.P. studied the certification-decisions of the High Council of

Education for four years, 1963-67. It did this on a "random sample"

basis that covered about 3,200 individuals. Dr. Ayman's best judgment is

that something like 1,000 foreign degrees were certified annually; therefore

these 3,000-plus individual records account for about three-quarters of

those submitting their degrees for certification during this four-year

period. Analysis of these records gave us some understanding of where

Iranians go for their foreign educations, what levels of degrees they

returned with, and the fields in which they had studied. The connection

between such information and the Brain Drain, however is tenuous and

uncertain, though not entirely useless.

The few summary statistics that follow give a quantitative confirma-

tion of what many already know. First, the countries in which returning

Iranians of the early 1960's did their studying: only 1 per cent studied

in Russia, only 2 per cent in Asia; only 3 per cent in the Middle East

(mainly Turkey and the Lebanon); the main countries for foreign study for

Iranians are of course the United States, Germany, the U.K., and France -

in that order. The U.S. accounted for 35 per cent of the 3,000 degrees
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certified, Germany for 19 per cent, the U.K. for 13 per cent, and France

for 11 per cent. Thus, nearly four out of five foreign-educated Iranians

have studied in one of four countries. There is a sprinkling of students

who return from the lesser countries of Europe; Austria and Switzerland

are much the largest of these "lesser countries."

Second, the level of study: most returning Iraniazs came back with

either a first university degree (i.e., a bachelor's) or comething lower,

such as a diploma or a high school certificate. This level accounted for

over 60 per cent of the 3,000 degrees. Between 35 and 4o per cent were

higher degrees -- 4 per cent of them M.A.'s, over 30 per cent doctorates.

Although Dr. Ayman did not send figures, he states that few of the doctorates

were earned in the U.K. or the U.S.; most were earned in countries "noted

for their relatively lenient methods of offering doctorate degrees," such

as France, Spain, and to some extent, Germany and Austria.

Finally, a few figures on fields of study. A remarkably high proportion

of the 3,000 individuals returned to Iran with technical degrees: 26 per cent

were doctors, 26 per cent were "technicians or engineers", 17 per cent had

studied agriculture, and 8 per cent had a degree in math or a natural science.

This accounts for 77 per cent of the total. The remainilg 23 per cent was

accounted for by social studies, fine arts (including architecture), manage-

ment, and languages. It cannot be said that foreign study drains Iran of its

technical graduates and returns to the country those with less-wanted skills.
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2. The A7WE Study

The second Et A-sponsored field study was an "origin %nd destination"

study of so-ne 4100 Iranians who applied for admistion to U.S. colleges and

universities between 1951-66 through the Tehran office of the American friends
of the Middle Enat (An).

The American Friends of the Middle East is a private U.S. foundation

devoted primarily to assisting Middle Eastern students find places in

American colleges and universities. AM does not have a monopoly position

vis-a-vis students desiring to study in the U.S.; it simply offers an educa-

tional "finding service", to whomever desires such help, without charge.

Since ARE maintains only one office in Iran, and since students must apply

to the office in person (not by mail) students wishing to seek ARE's help

mst either live in or travel to Tehran. AMNt "finding service" consists

of forwarding an applicant's papers to an appropriate educational institution

in the U.S., or to a clearing-house such as the International Institute of

Education, with a view to having the applicant accepted for admission. Once

a letter of acceptance (a standard document known as an 1-20 Form) has been

sent to Tehran by the institution the student may then apply to the American

Embassy for a visa. In effect, applicants pass beyond AM's knowledge and

record-system as soon as they receive an 1-20 Form from the U.S. and are handed

over to the U.S. Enbassy. AM has no way of knowing whether or not an appli-

cant did indeed apply for a visawas given one, or whether he ever departed for

the U.S. What the study presents, therefore, is data on student applicants a

group that would inevitably be larger (by how much is not known) than the

number who actually became students in the U.S.

The number of files included in ARE's statistical population was just

short of 4100. This is not the total number of applications in the Tehran

1? An attempt was made to compare ARC, applicant records with student visa
lists maintained in the U.S. Embassy files in Tehran. This would have
told us something about the proportion of applicants receiving 1-20 Forms
who continued on to the visa-issue stage. For various reasons it did not
prove possible to make this comparison.
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office but it is the total number for 1951-66 (with a few in 1967) of

those students who received some kind of acceptance from an American educa-

tional institution. ANME officials have estimated that not more than about

25-30 per cent of all Iranians desiring to study in the U.S. go through the

ABME off ice.

By and large the Iranian students who come to the United States for

their higher education are not part of any government program to send people

abroad to acquire nation-building skills (that was the case, however, when

Iranians first began to go abroad for university education in the 1920's).

The overwhelming majority of students (95%f)are outside any government program

and do not receive any funds from the Iranian government. A few receive govern-

ment or university scholarships from the host country, but the ovebwhelming

dominant source of funds is private - family money plus whatever a student

can earn for himself. One implication of the private nature of this student-

flow is that the government has substantially no influence or control over

the institutions which students attend or the subjects they study.

With this background we are in a position to summarize the main findings

of the AE study:

1. The typical Iranian intending to go to the U.S. for university

studies is a single male entering his undergraduate studies. It is

hardly surprising that 90% of the applicants have been males. What is

somewhat surprising is the relatively high proportion of all applicatt

(male and female) at the post-graduate level (30%). Presumably almost

g(/ There is at least one private, fee-charging education broker in Tehran
who, for a fee of 30 tomans ($40 U.S.) will guarantee to find a client
a place in a U.S. institution. If he fails he returns the fee. In re-
cent years this broker is said to have processed more applicants than
ARh.
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all of these graduate applicants had done their undergraduate work

in Iran, or possibly Europe. The number of married individuals

applying for foreign study was negligible at the undergraduate level;

but at the graduate level between 15-20% of applicants were married.

2. If AFME's experience is representative of all Iranians apply-

ing for study in the U.S., there was no significant growth of U.S.

bound students over the 17-year period. As -ablc-1 showa, there

has in fact been no trend at alls a peak was reached about 10 years

ago, in the late 1950's. If anything, there appears to have been a

slight decrease in subsequent years. This is somewhat surprising in

view of the rapid growth of secondary graduates in Iran since the

late 'fifties and the much less-rapid growth of enrollments in domea-

tic universities. One would expect auch a combiration of presaures /

to increase the "overflow" of students seeking educational opportunity

abroad.

3. The age-distribution of both the undergraduate and post-graduate

groups was somewhat older than would be true of Americans. At the

undergraduate level, some 37 percent of the applicants were between 21-29

years (just over half were 18, 19, or 20). At the graduate level slightly

more than 20% were aged 30 or older at time of applicationj only a third

were 23, 24, or 25, the years of heaviest application for graduate work

in the United States. Thus at both levels there was a somewhat heavier

proportion of older students than would be true of nationals pursuing

higher education in their own countries (whether in Iran, Europe, or

the U.S.). Short of individual interviews there is no way of telling
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whether this older sub-group included many individuals who had tried

careers in Iran and were sufficiently dissatisfied to want to seek

a new life abroad or who represented individuals sufficiently rooted

in Iranian culture to be relatively sure to return.

4. The role of Tehran as a collecting point, or staging-area, for

students who go abroad is abundantly clear from the AhE records.

Almost no one who had not done his secondary schooling in Tehran

sought, or was successful in achieving, admission to a U.S. college

or university. Ninety-six per cent of all applicants for undergrad-

uate and graduate places-thad graduated from a high school in the capital

-- although only half of these had been born in Tehran. The one-way

flow of talent and opportunity in Iran, reflecting the country's chronic

internal "brain drain", is evident from the fact that some 1780 students

who had been born in the provinces graduated from Tehran schools but

only 37 students born in Tehran graduated from a provincial high school.

5. The grade-distribution of applicants,.w mninaable-4. reveals

little more than a "normal" spread of achievement scores. In judging

whether Iranians seeking U.S. education had higher or lower scores than

the general run of those graduating from high schools, or gaining admis-

sion to Iranian universities, one would have to make comparisons with

grade-distributions provided by the Ministry of FMucation or the Univer-

sity of Tehran (whose student body of 15,000 is nearly the same size as

the university population abroad). Unfortunately neither institution

was able to supply any information. All that can be said is that, in

the Judgment of experienced AHE officials, the acadecic distribution
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of ARE applicants is not believed to differ in any significant way

from that of students who attend the nation's seven public and one

private universities. The highly pluralistic nature of American

higher oducation affords ample opportunities for both talented and un-

talanted Iranian applicants. It is tempting to say that this is truer

of American than of European education and that therefore a higher

proportion of less-qualified Iranians pursue higher education in

America than in Europe; but this is doubtful in view of the fact that

more Iranians study in Europe (including the U.K.) than in the U.S.

and this larger number seems more likely than not to ve*ta the sake
I 0 c wC L j 4 t 4 f 4e k .,

ability-distribution as t -hown-4' e.

6. When Iranian students come to the United States they tend to con-

centrate in certain regions but not heavily in particular institutions.

The A ME records divide the U.S. into 10 regions and show how many

applicLnts were accepted in each. Nearly half of all undergraduate

and postgraduate applicants were headed for either the Far West or the

West Coast (nearly a third of all applicants, 1951-66 gained acceptance

by some West Coast college). Relatively small numbers have headed for

colleges in New England, New York, New Jersey, or in the Southeast. The

Southwest has been relatively popular, with the Mid-West also accotdting

for substantial numbers.

The degree of institutional concentration (or rather the lack of it)

is shown in the fact that there were 131 institutions, accounting for

1766 or 60% of all students, which took five or more Iranian applicants

during 1951-66 period; the other 40% went to institutions which accepted
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no more than 5 Iranians over the 17 years. The institution-taking the

largest number was North East Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College

which took 79 applicants or 2.8% of the 2800-plus total of undergraduate

applicants. his implies that this institution would have accepted some-

thing like h-5 Iranian freshman each year, on avearage, and would have

(from AFME applicants alone) had 15-20 AME-referred Iranians in the stu-

dent body (assuming no transfers). During the period studied, there

were only 21 colleges and universities that accepted, from AE appli-

cants, as many as 25 or more students; these 698 students accounted for

about one quarter of all AFE placements.

7. The most important finding of all is the strong technological bias

that has characterized Iranians' intended fields of study in the U. S.

during the past two decades. Over 50% of those applying for undergrad-

uate education said they intended to study engineering; only 10% said

they intended to study the Liberal Arts. Agriculture and Medicine

each attracted more students than Liberal Arts. It is highly probable

that there would be many "dropouts" among the 75% who said they hoped

to study engineering, agriculture, or Mdlicine; but as a reflection of

the prestige of the technological fields among Iranians the figure is

significant. (Indeed, the figure holds up well for returning Iranians

Ssee above; as suggested by the N.I.P. study.)



3. The Study of Development Agnncies

In a third piece of Brain Drain research, an attempt was made to

find out whether or not some 43 Iranian public and private development

institutions felt they had been adversely affected by excessive migration

of educated manpower. This study was conducted through interviews guided

by a 22-question questionnaire, which I had a major hand in designing but

which was administered and analyzed by the National Institute of Psychology.

I cite my own role because in retrospect I do not think this study yielded

as much or as useful information as it Ishould have, and part of the fault

may have been questionnaire design. A 'sain difficulty wap the interviewers'

inability to secure good statistics on employment by educational level, and

on personnel losses through emigration. So the conclusions are based pri-

marily on responses to subjective multiple-choice questions. Here are

seven of the study's major findings'

1. Seventy per cent of the degree-holders in these 43 institutions

earned their degrees in Iran, not abroad. But there were about

a third of the agencies in which well over half the degree-holders

were educated abroad.

2. Only about one-third of the institutions reported having "serious

difficulty" in recruiting "good university graduates with the kinds

of skills needed.*..". In other words, two-thirds were having less

than "serious difficulty" - a rather mild finding in view g- the

booming economic conditions both at home and abroad, when the sur-

-vy was made in late 1967. In a closely-related question, only
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a quarter of the agencies said they felt that their organization

had been "greatly" affected by difficulty in recruiting good

university graduates.

3. Agency heads were asked whether or not the "key skillsn in their

agency were being adequately supplied by Iranian educational

institutions. A quarter of the agencies said "not at all"; only

3 of 40 respondents said the domestic supply was "very adequate";

while 60 per cent said that the domestic supply was only partially

adequate. This shows a widespread recognition of Iran's continu-

ing dependence on, or preference for, foreign study.

4. Agencies were asked whether or not they were having difficulty

holding their employees (as distinguished from recruiting new

employees). Twelve of the 43 reported "no difficulty", 23 reported

"some difficulty", and only 8 reported "serious difficulty".

Certainly the labor market did not feel demoralized by turn over

despite the sellers' market for labor. Employers who complained

of some difficulty in holding employees pointed to competition

in the domestic labor market as far more important than competi-

tion from abroad.

5. nEmployers were asked a series of questions about their knowledge

of specific individuals abroad and their success in persuading

them to return to employment in Iran. Over 70 per cent of the

agencies knew of Iranians then abroad whom they hoped to employ

eventually. Two-thirds of the agencies (28) had actually tried
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to persuade specific individuals to return to employment. Of

these 28 employers, more had had "considerable success" than

"no success" (6 vs. 4); the great majority (18) had had "some

success".

6. Half the agencies expressed themselves as definitely in favor

of foreign work-experience, with another quarter saying that

it is "sometimes desirable". Only 2 agencies considered it

"not desirable". These responses indicate that very few em-

ployers would like to insulAte the Iranian labor market from

Sforeign work-experience.

7. Finally, questions were asked concerning the difficulty -,employers

had in persuading their employees to accept provincial assignments,

outside Tehran. Responses showed that this has clearly been a

difficult problem for many organizations. It reflects a pheno-

menon found in many countries, namely, that the internal brain

drain of talent to capitals is often as severe a problem an the

loss of educated people abroad.

Although there wce shortcomings in this survey, the general impression

given by its results was that the Brain Drain did not seem to loom as large

in the minds of people interviewed as one would have expected in view of (a)

concern about the problem in certain parts of the government and (b) the

bouyant prosperity at home and abroad.
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4. The Experience at Pahlavi University (Shiras)

One of the main conclusions which seems to emerge from Z.W.A.'s

studios in several countries is that the mechanisms for repatriating people

from abroad are of crucial importance - an absolutely necessary instrument

if good people are to be repatriated. This is true for a broad range of

development institutions -- oil companies, banks, manufacturing firms,plan-

ning agencies, universities, hospitals, etc. There is great room for re-

patriating people if effective policies and procedures and channels of

communications can be established. National policies are probably much

less important than the specific arrangements adopted by individual employ

era. Indeed, a m4jorrlesson to be drawn from Iran's experience, and from

Turkey's, is that the rifle is much more effective than the shotgun, that

the private arrangements of major employers are more effective in repatriat-

ing the type of key individuals needed for growth than any general policies

open to governments or ministries. Iran shows many examples of the ineffec-

tiveness of general-purpose recruiting trips by high-level emissaries whose

purpose has been to use personal contact and discussion to persuade students

and others to return home. These missions are usually poorly prepared, and

so do not make effective contact with as many people, or as appropriate

people, as they should; furthermore, the recruiters do not come armed with

firm offers of employment spelled out in specific detail.

But Iran also provides many examples of the effectiveness of "custom-

made" or "rifle-type" repatriation procedures. Sometimes these are highly

personal, as in the case of Aria Mehr University, where the recent Vice
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Chancellor was apparently highly successful in going to Europe and the

U.S. to persuade former students of his to return to join his faculty. He

could offer specific employment and he could offer salaries which Iranians

abroad recognized were good. Bank Melli has developed one of the most

effective training programs for future key people (economists); it has done

this by selecting men already in the Bank's employ, giving them generous

scholarships to attend specific American universities for an agreed period

of time, and giving the men guaranteed re-employment upon completion of

their studies. In its first four years this program trained perhaps 12-15

men; not one of whom had failed to return.

Another important organization that has been effective in repatriat-

ing Iranians and in arranging for foreign study without worrisome losses is

the National Iranian Oil Company. I do not have specific figures; I have

only the statements of N.I .0C, officials in Tehran that the Company does

not feel that it has suffered from the Brain Drain, although it has, of

course, lost some people. I ascribe N.I.0.C.'s general recruiting success

to the fact that the Company maintains offices in London and New York in

which are employed individuals charged with maintaining close contact with

Iranians studying in areas of interest to the Company, and to its policy of

deputing men abroad for higher studies only after they have first worked for

a few years in Iran (and, hopefully, have married Iranian girlsZ) This lat-

ter pattern (foreign study on a leave-of-absence basis for men who have al-

ready begun careers, and adult life, in Iran) has also worked well for the

Institute of Business and Public Administration in the University of Tehran.
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These examples are perhaps unexceptional. Their main lesson is that

some key development institutions have been able to build up competent

staffs without being frustrated by excessive losses to the international-

labor market. But there is one outstanding example of custom-made, rifle-

aimed repatriation experience that deserves special notice because 'it has

been outstandingly successful for Iran and because it may offer a model

for other institutions in other countries. I refer to the procedures

worked out at Pahlavi University in Shiras in cooperation with the Univero

sity of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia.

Iran's educational reformers have repeatedly been slowed, or stopped,

by the difficulty of reforming institutional attitudes and practices, and

of upgrading the quality of faculty, in order to give Iran higher-quality

universities. Until mid-1968, most of the progressive people in Iran,

including those at the top, had felt it impossible to do anything very sig-

nificant at the University of Tehran or at most of the provincial universi-

ties. So for the past decade the main thrust for the improvement of higher

education has been to create new institutions that would be outside estab-

lished customs and which could therefore do things in new and different ways.

The creation of the private National University of Tehran in the late 1950's

was one such effort. The selection of the provincial university at Shira

for a massive transformation was the second major attempt at educational

innovation (a third has been the establishment of Aria Mehr Technical Uni-

versity in Tehran).

The university at Shiraz was selected for special attention following

a survey by a group from the University of Pennsylvania. This survey re-
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commeded, and the Government of Iran endorsed, the creation of an "American-

type" university which would use English as a main medium of instruction

which would be run by an independent board of trustees, would have a depart-

mental and administrative structure similar to American universities, and

which would aim at high-quality instruction and research under a well-paid,

full-time faculty. Large amounts of money were earmarked for a major build-

ing program, involving the construction of an entirely new university campus

on the edge of Shiras. But the key to the whole program was the recruit-

ment of a high-caliber Iranian faculty. And the key to this was the repatri-

ation of able and well-educated Iranians from the United States. This effort

has now been going on for not quite four years. My impression, based on

discussions with key people in both Philadelphia and Shiraz, is that this

repatriation effort has been highly successful.

It was in February 1966, that Pahlavi University first sought help

from the University of Pennsylvania in securing new Irhnian faculty members.

They wanted 60, spread over four faculties, and they wanted them by the

following September. The officer in charge at Penn, Mr. W.A. Copeland, thought

he would be lucky to identify 15 qualified candidates in the short time availa-

ble. The Pennsylvania recruiting office was forced to build lp its own sta-

tistics and records of Iranian students in the U.S., since it found that the

Embassy's records on graduate students covered less than one-third of the

graduate-student -population. It was estimated that of the 6-8,000 Iranian

students in the U.S., some 1,200 to 1,500 were in graduate schools. This was

the group Pahlavi and Penn have been interated in. Penn sent letters to all

major U.S. graduate schools asking for names and addresses of Iranian grad-
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uate students and their fields of study. It then wrote individual letters

to all students who looked as though they might have qualifications that

matched those laid down by university authorities in Shiras. Frop the

responses to this initial mailing more than 50 individuals were called to

Phildelphia for interviews, at a total cost of $8-10,000, from all over

the U.S. This procedure built up widespread interest in employment possi-

bilities at Pahlavi. The combination of letters and interviews also was

effective in spreading word about the specific openings at Shiras, the

terms of employment and return travel, and the character of, the University

which people in Shiraz were trying to create.

The response to this rifle-shot recruitment procedure has been excel-

lent. As of October, 1968, 250 individuals, representing about 15 per

cent of all Iranian graduate students in the U.S., have submitted applica-

tions for employment at Pahlavi. Every application received in Philadelphia

is passed on to the authorities in Siraza Penn does not do the selection,

even preliminary selection, for Pahlavi. Penn acts only as a collecting-

agency for applications. Of t 250 or more names Penn has submitted to

Shiras, Pahlavi has offered employment to almost 100 or about two out of

every five. Of those who have been offered employment, about 70 per cent

have accepted and have returned to Shiras. The result of this procedure

has been that Pahlavi has been able to fill every one of its faculty open-

ings with an applicant it considered qualified, with almost all these open-

ings being filled by Iranians who have returned from the U.S. As of October,

1968, only 2 of the 70 returnees had quit and loft Iran.
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The most difficult type of opening to fill not surprisingly, have

been senior posts. There are two difficulties. One is the difficulty

Penn has experienced in identifying qualified senior Iranians at work in

the United States. (This fact in itself a reflection of the "thinness"

of the Iranian brain drain.) In the first 18 months of its recruiting

experience, Penn had been able to identify only 15 such individuals, as

compared to over ten times that number of graduate students. The second

difficulty is that older men have proved somewhat more skeptical about

what they would find if they returned to Shiras. Also, this group has

deeper commitments to life in tte U.S. and is more difficult to uproot.

As a result, only 3 of the 15 senior individuals identified (20 percent)

in the first 18 months actually returned to Iran.

The success of the Penn-Pahlavi recruitment program is only half

explained by the specific administrative steps taken by the Penn office

and by that office's detailed knowledge of conditions at Shiras (e.g.,

Penn can tell an applicant what jburnals the Pahlavi library, subscribes to,

what courses he would be expected to teach, and the names of his potential

colleagues). The other half of the explanation is the very favorable

employment terms offered by Pahlavi University plus the willingness of

people at Shiras to make decisions within a reasonable time (usually with-

in 3 months after an application has been mailed from Philadelphia). The

"favorable terms of employment" at Pahlavi do not refer only to salary

levels, although these have been markedly higher than in any other Iranian

university, higher than government service generally, and higher than most
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industries have paid for comparable academic qualifications. The salary

structure provides for merit increases, not merely seniority increments.

Recruitment has also been flexible enough so that people could get appointed

to levels appropriate to their experience and abilities, so that initial

appointment and subsequent promotions have not been governed entirely by

seniority. In addition, the University has an attractive sabbatical system,

enabling faculty to be away (which usually means abroad) every 4 or 5 years.

What I have described so far amounts to a "success story" in university

recruitment. I have not said anything about Pahlavi's success in holding

men who have returned. Statistical information on faculty turnover during

the past 3 years is not available. Such impressionistic evidence as I have

been able to gather suggests that turnover ihas not been overly serious, al-

though admittedly there has not yet been enough experience on which to

establish standards. Until 15 months ago new faculty members were being

employed initially on two-year contractuj in the summer of 1967 this was

changed to a three-year contract. Apparently this change was made by

Pahlavi because of some uneasiness about how the turnover picture was

developing, a two-year contract allowing a dissatisfied man to leave with-

out an adequate test of his return. The longer commitment now required

does not appear to have reduced the number of applicants during the past

two years. The major problem at Shiras, as many here would understand,

has been the ability of the University to resist the intrusion of tradi-

tional Iranian administrative influences and to put into effect and to

nurture the new "American-type" pattern which was the main purpose under-
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lying Pahlavi and which has been a necessary condition for recruiting and

holding- an American-educated Iranian faculty. By mid-1967 some uneasiness

had developed in Shiraz among m ny returned Iranians as old influences

challenged the new ones on the campus. All one can say at present is that

in mid-1969 the effort to cfeate a modern university is being sustained

and morale, as evidenced by the turnover rate, does not seem to be a a

serious problem.

To my mind the Penn-Pahlavi experience has a vaey important general

lesson for those interested in the Brain Drain (1) individual develop-

ment institutions have to look after their own repatriation; they cannot

afford to rely on general government measures or on the efforts of general

recruiting teams whose main aim is to "get people back into the country."

(2) Repatriation from abroad requires a link-up with an experienced recruit-

ing agency in the foreign country or countries. This agency must assign an

able person to the task and give him soma money to work with. (3) The home

institution that is trying to repatriate people must be able to offer

attractive terms of employment. Salaries can probably be lower than directly

competitive rates in the foreign country, because people generally prefer

to work in their own country than abroad, "other things being equal". How-

ever, salaries probably have to be above-average, by local standardsj this

means that an institution which cannot gain a preferred position in the

domestic labor market (with permission and funding to permit this) will

probably be unsuccessful in repatriating people. (4) Nationals who have

pursued graduate study abroad, or who have taken up professional careers

abroad, probably cannot be attracted back to development agancies unless
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the latter can offer an administrative environment that offers earlier

recognition to younger men, adequate budgetary support for books, supplies,

equipment, and travel; and a serious, non-political professional atmosphere.

Given these four conditions, there is much room for recapturing men who may

appear to have emigrated.

Seven Conclusions

E.W.A.'s attempt to evaluate Iran's experience with the Brain Drain

suggests seven generalisations which I suspect are valid for mar countries.

The are:

1. The hopelessness of using official statistics as a basis for firm

conclusions a In Iran -- as in most countries -- the statistical pic-

ture of the Brain Drain is poor, exceedingly poor. So we are forced

to erect general conclusions on the basis of "scrappy" and rather

impressionistic data on the numbers, skills, and qualities of the

country's net emigration (gross emigration minus those who return). On

this basis I would say that Iran has suffered only mildly from a Brain

Drain during the past 25 years. In the past 10 years (and especially

in the past 5) not losses have probably declined rather than increased.

2. The "Brain Drain" problem is one of key individuals, not of mass losses:

In thinking about the affects of migration on national development it

is probably true that while knowledge of total flows is of some importance,

it is more important to gain knowledge of stratdgic groups and of key

individuals who possess specific skills and gifts. Strategic groups

would include, in most countries, engineers, doctors, agriculturists,
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nursos, and professional people capable of building institutions.

Such individuals -- professionals and institution-builders -- possess dual

loyalties. One loyalty is to their profession and the pursuit of a

satisfying professional career. The other loyalty is to their country -

family, friends, and emotional associations of many kinds. Emigration

most frequently occurs when the conditions of work in a man's profession

in his home country fails to satisfy his professional drives, so that

professional loyalty overcomes patriotism and takes him abroad.

3. Key individuals have dual loyalties that increase their vulnerability

to international competition: During the past quarter century several

factors have combined to internationalize the market for professional

manpower. The main factors in this process have been a prolonged

period of relatively full employment in the developed countries, the

cheapening of international travel, and the more rapid spread of infortAa-

tion about foreign employment opportunities. The internationalization'

of the market has forced the LDC's into competition with the DC's for

key skills and for gifted individuals, who are needed everywhere. The

poorer countries must therefore compete if they are to hold or recapture
their own "brains". This competition has two main substantive
aspects - (a) salary levels and (b) conditions of work, including such

elements as professional and individual status, individual freedom and

opportunity for growth in the place of work, access to good libraries,

the availability of equipment and supplies, opportunities for profession-

al travel and contacts, reward according to merit, reasonable housing,

good education and medical facilities for one's family, etc. The pro-

vision of this second .et of elements often requires major adaptations
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within institutions involved in the competitive struggle -- in uni-

versities, ministries, research institutions, industries, etc. In

the nature of things, such adaptations are usually painful, usually

slow, usually ambiguous. New institutions are normally better able

to embody these adaptations than older ones.

is. The outcome of international competition depends on procedures as

much as on relative salaries, etc.: The development of "recapture"

mechanisms is a key factor in the international competition for brains.

Such mechanisms for locating and communicating with specific individ-

uals are as important to the working of the market as relative salary

levels, which normally receive far more attention. The experience at

Pahlavi University in Shiraz is probably the most dramatic example of

a successful "recapture" mechanism in Iran since World War II.

5. Many brains do not drain -- they overflow: During the pest 10-15 years

there has been world-wide attention to the problem of expanding

the supply of high-level manpower to serve the needs of development.

Experience during this period has shown that it is much easier to ex-

pand the supply of such manpower than it is to expand the demand for

them in the LDC's and to make the institutional adaptations necessary

to compete successfully for key individuals. As a result, the volume

of international migration of high-level manpower has undoubtedly in-

creased. But because of the excess of supply over demand in many LDCta

this digration represents not a drain but an "overflow". Many countries,

including Iran, need to pay more attention to the improved gearing of

supplies to needs and to improved arrangements for using key skilla
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and key individuals. In Iran, manpower planning has been weakj but

for the past five years the economy has been strong, so that former

imbalances have been reduced by the rise of demand and the repatriation

of many able men.

6. Mtgration is Goodj only "too much" migration is bad:s In general, the

international migration of educated manpower is Good - unless it

becomes "excessive" and clearly interferes with the development of

brain-losing countries. I do not think that Iran's losses have been

excessive, despite the fact that anyone in Iran can name Iranians

abroad whose return would benefit the country. These individual cases

simply are not wtrdespread enough to add up to a significant national

problem.

7. Internal migration is often as serious as international migration:

There is an almost identical parallel between internal and internation-

al migration of high-level manpower. An excess of either results in

an unhelpful distribution of a key development resource. The causes

are very similar. Iran's national development baa probably suffered

more from internal migration of talent to Tehran than from emigration

to Europe and North America.

George B. Baldwin
Economic Development Institute
The World Bank

June, 1969
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El triunfo o el fracaso del dosarrollo oconomico do Ia Amdrica
Latina no s6lo afectar6 a los pobres de la regi6n, sino tambien
a otras partes del mundo. Para muchos paises en desarrollo de
Asia y de Africa, ]a experiencia latinoamericana bien puede ser

como un anticipo de su propio futuro. La mayoria de las naciones latino-
americanas poseen un largo historial de independencia politica, una tra-
dici6n de educaci6n universitaria y abundantes recursos de talento pro-
fesional. AdemAs, su vasta gama de estructuras politicas y econ6micas,
sus experimentos en cooperaci6n regional, su facil acceso al conocimien-
to especializado y a la financiaci6n por medio de la Organizaci6n de
Estados Americanos y el Banco Interamericano de Desarrollo hacen
de la zona una especie de avanzado campo experimental para progra-
mas y politicas relacionadas con el desarrollo. Y para las naciones mas
industrializadas de Norteam6rica y de Europa, un triunfal desarrollo
latinoamericano representa perspectivas de mayor comercio y relaciones
econ6micas en un nivel de mayor igualdad.

Pero, aunque virtualmente hay unanimidad de opiniones sobre los
objetivos del desarrollo y el progreso social, no es tanto el acuerdo cuan-
do se pasa a hablar de m6todos y programas. jQu6 formas debe adop-
tar la ayuda internacional? aPuede reconciliarse la inversi6n extranjera
con [a autonomia nacional? 4Ha existido una preocupaci6n excesiva por
el sector urbano industrial, a expensas del sector rural? aPueden acu-
mularse los ahorros necesarios para las futuras inversiones de capital,
al mismo tiempo que se eleva el nivel de vida de los pobres? aPuede
aumentarse el empleo, especialmente entre los j6venes, de manera que
contribuya al desarrollo general?

Estas son algunas de las dificiles preguntas que se plantean y discu-
ten en las p~ginas siguientes. Los doce articulos, obra d1e destacados
expertos de la America Latina, Norteam6rica y Europa, se han reprodu-
cido de las pdginas de ]a revista trimestral Facetas. Tenemos la espe-
ranza de que ayuden a definir los problemas y a sugerir soluciones que
sean, al mismo tiempo, trascendentales y realistas.

Nathan Glick
Editor de Facetas
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LFUGA DE CEREBROS,
0 DESBORDAMIENTO?
Por George B. Baldwin

;Como pueden las naciones en proceso de des-
arrollo reducir la migracidn de sus profesiona-
les expertos hacia las naciones mis desarrolla-
das? No imponiendo restricciones al libre ir y
venir de los individuos, dice el autor, sino ha-
ciendo mis atractivas las condiciones del tra-
bajo profesional. Asegura que una considerable
proporci6n de la "fuga de cerebros" es en reali-
dad un "desbordamiento" de la fuerza de trabajo
especializada que no encuentra acomodo en su
pais.

El sehor Baldwin, asesor del departamento
de proyectos del Banco Mundial, antes fue
profesor de economia en varias universidades
norteamericanas y trabaj6 para la agencia de
planeaci6n nacional de Inrn como especialisra en problemas educativos y de
trabajo. Es autor de Industrial Growth in South India (El Crecimiento Indus-
trial en la India Meridional) y de Planning and Developmew in Iran (Pla-
neaci6n y Desarrollo en Irin). Si articulo ha sido abreviado del aparecido en
el nianero de enero de 1970 de Foreign Affairs.

Apesar de la creciente atenci6n prestada en recientes ahos a la "fuga de
cerebros", no se ha logrado establecer un consenso sobre si en reali-
dad existe o no. Hoy conocemos mucho mAs que bace cinco, cua-

tro o aun tres afios acerca de la migraci6n internacional de la fuerza de
trabajo profesional. Pero to "mis" que conocemos principahnente consta
de hechos, y ni siquiera de muchos. Adn hay dificultad para determi-
nar lo que significan los hechos y decidir si la fuga de cerebros cons-
tituye o no un problema de "dinensiones perturbadoras", tal como
Io llamG la Comisi6n Pearson.

En lugar del avance de masas de personas relativamente imprepara-

das e indoctas hacia los espacios vacios del mundo, la migracidn inter-
nacional cada vez mAs consiste en el movimiento de personas altamente
preparadas, que buscan oporrunidades en los paises mAs desarrollados
para aplicar la t6cnica que les ha dado su educaciin. El asombroso
aumento de los estudios en el extranjero desde la Segunda Guerra
Mundial, la explosidn de las comunicaciones internacionales y la baja
del costo de los viajes se han combinado para internacionalizar el met-
cado de capacidad t6cnica hasta un grado previamente desconocido.
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Este ensanchamicnto del mercado, combinado con el pleno empleo en
Occidente, ha incrementado grandemente la competencia por el calen-
to excepcional. Para algunas compafias, esta competencia internacional
ha significado problemas; para muchos individuos, ha constituido una
oportunidad.

Nadie puede refurar tin informe de las Naciones Unidas, en 1963,
seg6n e cual "personal altamente especializado procedente de muchos
paises en desarrollo esti Ilegando a unos cuantos grandes paises des-
arrollados; el monto de esta corriente es grande, y estA intensificin-
dose a un ritmo muy rapido". Pero si esti por saberse si esta migracion
realmente esti perjudicando a aquellos paises que son los exportadores
de la mano de obra especializada. El hecho sorprendente es que, en la
mayoria de los passes en desarrollo, el n6mero de personas prepara-
das profesionalmente que estin a la disposici6n de los patrones del
pats estA aumentando, no decayendo, y en un pais tras otro el n6mero
aumenta con mAs rapidez de lo que pueden absorber sus economias.
Ciertamente., esta observaci6n no se refiere a todos los paises, ni siquie-
ra a todos los paises subdesarrollados. Pero si empezamos a pintar el
Gran Cuadro acerca de la migraci6n profesional que parte del mundo
menos desarrollado, no parece ser enronces una fuga, sino un desbor-
damiento. Estos paises no estin siendo despojados de una fuerza de
trabajo que necesitan urgentemenr ; con mucha mayor frecuencia se
estin librando de una fuerza de trabajo que no pueden emplear.

A pesar de todo, la p6rdida de fuerza de trabajo altamente especia-
lizada no constituye un fen6meno que s6lo afecta a los paises del mun-
do subdesarrollado. La Gran Bretaiia quizds haya mostrado la mayor
preocupaci6n por este problema, como resultado del gran nimero de
cientificos, ingenieros y fisicos que han emigrado a los Estados Uni-
dos. La vulnerabilidad de la Gran Bretafia es cuesti6n principalmente
de lenguaje. Noruega y Suiza son otros dos paises europeos que han
perdido proporciones muy considerables de su producci6n anual de
fuerza de trabaIo profesional, que ha emigrado a Norteam6rica. La
relaci6n de Canadd con los Estados Unidos es muy similar a la de la
Gran Bretafia: pierde grandes cantidades, que emigran a las compafias
norteamericanas, pero gana grandes nnmeros procedentes de otros pai-
ses del Commonwealth y tambi6n de otros paises europeos.

La Ambiglledad de las Esladslicas

Quienes estudian la fuga de cerebros saben que las estadisticas de
la fuerza de trabajo internacional y su movimiento son una ayuda li-
mitada para decirnos hasta qu6 punto es serio el problema. Esto se
debe en parne a que las propias estadisticas no son muy buenas: son
razonablemente buenas en los Estados Unidos, Gran Bretafia y Cana-
d; mucho menos sarisfactorias en Francia, Alemania Occidental y la
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mayoria de los paises europeos; y absolutamente insatisfactorias en
la mayoria de los paises en desarrollo. Pero ni siquiera unas buenas es-
tadisticas son una gran ayuda, a menos que se sepa exactamente lo que
esta tratando de medirse. Y en el debate acerca de la fuga de cerebros
hay mucha ambigUedad acerca de qu6 es "cerebro" y quC es "fuga".

Algo que los nhmeros si pueden decirnos es que los cientificos, in-
genieros y m6dicos ("fuerza de trabaja profesional") no constituyen
una gran proporci6n de la inmigraci6n total al pais que esti recibien-
do a los "cerebros fugitivos". Los Esrados Unidos actualmente absor-
ben cerca de 400.000 inmigrantes por afo. De esta cantidad, un 60
por ciento depende de otros, son "personas sin ocupacion" que no in-
gresan en el mercado laboral norteamericano. De los cerca de 160.000
que si buscan empleo, entre 15.000 y 20.000 estAn clasificados como
cientificos, ingenieros o fisicos; asi. cerca del 4 por ciento del total de
inmigrantes, o del 10 al 15 por ciento de quienes buscan trabajo, po-
seen especialidades profesionales de alto nivel; asi, estas proporciones
no son muy significativas. No nos dicen nada, por ejemplo, acerca de la
importancia de estos 15.000 a 20.000 inmigrantes profesionales para
aumentar la producci6n de mano de obra profesional, a partir del sis-
tema educativo norteamericano.

Las estadisticas tambi6n muestran que la corriente de inmigracidn
profesional sobre las 6ltimas dos d6cadas realmente ha aumenrado,
pero no tan consistentemente como podria suponerse. Las cifras que
separan a los inniigrantes profesionales que van a los Estados Unidos
de los demis empezaron a registrarse en 1949; hubo un aumento bas-
tante firme, de los 1.369 de ese anio a un miiximo de 6.046 en 1957.
Pero entonces la cifra declin6 durante cuatro a5os, y no se super6 la
cifra de 1957 sino hasta 1966. Substancialmente, el mismo cuadro vale
para los mdicos, cuya cifra fue de alrededor de 2.000 anuales hasta
que empez6 a aumentar considerablemente en 1966. Un fortalecimiento

de la corrienre durante los tres 6ltimos afios ha causado considerable
preocupaci6n pablica. La inmigracidn de los cientificos e ingenieros
ha aumentado, del nivel de 6.000 en 1963-1965 a 7.205 en 1966, 12.523
en 1967 y 12.128 en el aflo que termin6 el 30 de junio de 1968. Asi, el
nltimo aFlo de ls sesentas ha presenciado un aumento del ciento por
ciento en el n6mero de los cienrificos e ingenieros que han entrado en
los Estados Unidos, y on aumento de cerca del 50 por ciento en el n6-
mero de m6dicos, en comparaci6n con los ultimos cincuentas y prin-
cipios de los sesentas.

Nueva Politica de Inuzigracd6n

Sin embargo, estos aumentos son resuLtado directo de cambios en la
Ley de Inmigracidn ide los EE. UU., que permiti6 a las personas proce-
dentes de paises que tenian lista de espera, aprovechar las cuoras no
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totalmente aprovechadas por otros paises. Desde el primero de julio
de 1968, la inmigraci6n a los Estados Unidos no ha dependido ya de La
nacionalidad, sino que ha seguido la politica de que quien Ilega primero,
primero es atendido, dependiendo de ]a especializaci6n personal. (La
admisi6n sobre las humanitarias bases fijas de relaciones familiares, asi-
lo politico, etc., en gran parte quedaron inc6lumes.) El resultado in-
mediato de este hist6rico cambio ha sido: (a) disminuir un tanto el
n6mero de profesionales admicidos de Europa, y (b) abrir s6bitamente
las puertas a un n6mero mucho mayor de profesionales procedentes de
Asia.

Como resultado de este giro de la politica de inmigraci6n norteame-
ricana, el n6mero de cientificos e ingenieros asiiticos que han emigra-
do a este pals aument6 mAs de diez veces entre 1965 y 1967: de 360
a 4.160, superando por primera vez a los europeos, que tradicional-
mente eran el grupo mis numeroso. La mayoria de estos inmigrantes
asiAticos (80 por ciento) la constituyeron estudiantes que ya estaban
en los Estados Unidos y que pronto, gracias a la nueva ley, recibieron
permiso de cambiar su situaci6n de "visitantes temporales" a la de
"residentes permanentes" (inmigrantes).

La inmigraci6n de estudiantes extranjeros que modificaron su situa-
ci6n no es algo que ocurre exclusivamente en los Estados Unidos. En
Australia se ha calculado que quizis el 20 por ciento de los 12.000 es-
tudiantes asiiticos que se encuentran alli no vuelven a su pals at ter-
minar sus estudios. Se cree que Canada ha tenido una experiencia
similar con sus estudiantes extranjeros, y a falta de n6meros de otros
paises desarrollados, quizi podamos presuponer p6rdidas de una mag-
nitud similar. Sin embargo, esos porcentajes de "p6rdida" no son, ni
con mucho, tan significativos como el n6mero absoltao de estudiantes
que vuelven al hogar: este nhmero ha estado aumentando rapidamente
como resultado del enorme aumento del ndmero total de estudiantes
que van al extranjero.

De manera un tanto sorprendente, parece que durante las dos 61ti-
mas d6cadas el n6miero de estudiantes extranjeros que han sido perdi-
dos por sus paises, y el n6mero de estudiantes que han vuelto, ambos
han aumentado a una tasa compuesta del 20 por ciento anual. En t6r-
minos absolutos, esto significa que el n6mero de graduados en ciencias,
ingenieria y medicina que vuelven al hogar -procedentes de los cinco
paises que tienen mayor n6mero de estudiantes extranjeros- ha au-
mentado de 1.600 por afno en 1950, a mis de 20.000 por alo, el dia
de hoy. Esto, sin tomar en cuenta el aumento de los graduados locales.

Necesidad Vs. Demanda

Si hubiera una general escasez de graduados universitarios en los
campos profesionales en los paises en desarrollo, casi cualquier p6rdi-
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da por emigracidn seria dolorosa. Hay paises cuyos graduados profe-
sionales son tristemente escasos; sobre todo en algunos paises africanos
del sur del Sihara. Pero por cada pais en desarrollo que tiene una es-
casez general de mano de obra profesional el dia de hoy, probablemente
hay dos que tienen excedentes, sean actuales o inminentes. La raz6n
es sencilla. En pais tras pais hay una corriente irresistible en favor de
la expansi6n de la educaci6n universitaria, y asi, muchos paises han
podido hacer esto, por Jo que el n~mero de graduados de los colleges
(incluso graduados profesionales) ha estado aumentando mis ripida-
mente de to que pueden absorber sus econmlias.

Esta 61tima frase es importante. Si se atiende a la mera "necesidad"
que un pais subdesarrollado tiene de m6dicos, ingenieros, abogados,
agenres de extensi6n agricola, expertos en genetica de las plantas,
economistas y profesares de ciencias para la enseianza secundaria, re-
sulta fdicl ver la escasez. Pero si se mira el namero de empleos vacanres,
o el namero de graduados universitarios que tienen dificultades para
encontrar 1o que consideran un empleo aceptable, entonces a menudo
se encuentran excedentes. Asi, una parte del argumento de que existe
o no una fuga de cerebros, depende de si se miden las "necesidades
humanas" de una sociedad, o la "demanda efectiva" de una economia.
Indudablemente, esta &ltima es mAs aplicable y realista como prueba.
La verdadera pregunta es cuAn rdpidamente se puede hacer aumentar
la "demanda efecriva" de una mano de obra de alto nivel. Preguntar
esto es preguntar cuil es el rirmo del desarrollo.

Todo esto no quiere decir que el desarrollo no est6 siendo perjudi-
cado por la migracion de individuos clave. Dirigentes bien datados,
educados y con experiencia escasean, casi por doquier, incluso en los
Estados Unidos. Son estos los cerebros que realmente cuentan, porque
ban alcanzado un nivel tan alto. No se les puede definir como genios
ni como potenciales ganadores del Premio Nobel; pero su numero
s6lo es una pequefia fracci6n (5 a 10 por ciento) de todos los emi-
grantes profesionales. Los individuos destacados son quienes muy pro-
bablemente no se puedan reemplazar a satisfacci6n, aun en un pals
que tenga docenas de hombres con los mismos grados educativos, es-

perando para solicitar sus puestos si aquellos los dejan vacantes. Gran
parte de la preocupaci6n de Europa por la fuga de cerebros se enfoca
en su p6rdida de esta pequeia clase de "hombres-clave", que se van
a los Estados Unidos.

La p6rdida de un hombre clave no aparece en las estadisticas de
migracid6n. La 6mica manera de notarla satisfactoriamente consistiria
en hacer estudios cualitativos de instituciones importances, campo tras
campo y pais tras pais, como base para juzgar si estas instituciones han
sido seriamente perjudicadas o no, por tales p6rdidas o por su incapa-
cidad para repatriar hombres clave del extranjero. Nadie ha hecho ta-
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les estudios mAs que sobre una base casual, y parece muy improbable
que alguien los haga. As!, todo lo que podemos hacer es volver a la
suposici6n de que la migraci6n de una flite critica aproximadamente se-
ria proporcional al n6mero total de emigrances profesionales. Elio
significaria que las p&didas de hombres clave han aumentado confor-
me ha aumentado la migraci6n total. Sin embargo, estas p6rdidas fre-
cuentemente son compensadas por el ripido crecimiento de nuevas
aportaciones de hombres clave (aunque mis j6venes y menos experi-
mentados) que genera la difundida educaci6n, en el interior y el exterior.

El Hijo Prodigo y la Absorcion Domsstica

Otra persona que no aparece en las estadisticas de migraci6n es el
que ha regresado. En muchos paises, las estadisticas de inmigraci6n
muestran cifras de inmigrantes por ocupaci6n y pals de origen. Pero
si un hombre despu6s decide volver a casa, esto no se registra. Sin em-
bargo, se sabe que n6meros considerables de profesionales si vuelven
a sus paises de origen despu6s de trabajar en el extranjero durante va-
riados pernodos (a menudo en el pals que les dio la educaci6n). Ta-
les "hijos pr6digos" no s6lo reducen el gran derrame que aparece en las
estadisticas oficiales, sino que, a menudo, su importancia cualitativa es
grande: tales individuos vuelven no s6lo con una educaci6n extran-
jera, sino con experiencia, visi6n y Acceso a influencias extranjeras que
nohubiesen podido adquirir en su parria.

Este flujo de regreso parece ser muy sensible a las fluctuaciones de
las condiciones econ6micas y politicas y al desarrollo de los programas
de "recaptura" bien formulados. Elilo significa la identificaci6n de los
nacionales clave que trabajan en el extranjero, el ofrecimiento de es-
pecificas oportunidades de trabajo y la provisi6n de gastos para el via-
je de regreso. Asi, una cantidad no insignificante de los emigranres
parece sen temporal; y de este "banco" de recursos humanos en el ex-
tranjero (quizAs inicialmente inutilizable en su patria) podrAn hacerse
retiros paulatinos y auromAticos, si las condiciones de su patria cambian
para bien.

La Organizaci6n Panamericana de la Salud foment6 un estudio de
la emigraci6n procedente de la Am6rica Latina hacia los Estados Uni-
dos, sobre el periodo 1961-1965. El estudio encontr6 que "no hay una
fuga general de personas alramente especializadas procedente de los
paises latinoamericanos". En general, la fuga de cerebros ha sido causa
de tensi6n con los Estados Unidos, como lo ha sido con algunos paises
europeos, sobre todo Inglaterra. Algunos paises han esrado perdiendo
muy pocas personas: M6xico, Venezuela, Guatemala, Brasil, Argentina
y Chile entre ellas. Sin embargo, los ha habido que sufren perdidas
considerables: Colombia, Ecuador, Perai, Haiti y la Repdblica Domini-
cana, por ejemplo. Durance los seis aiios estudiados, Latinoam6rica per-
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did, por trmino medio, cerca de 600 cientificos, ingenieros y medicos
cada afio, una vez descontados quienes volvieron. La mitad era de m6-
dicos, lo que representa cerca de uno por cada doce graduados en medi-
cina en toda Latinoam6rica cada ado. (Sin embargo, estas p6rdidas
se concentraron en ocho escuelas de medicina en seis paises). Como
muchos de estos m6dicos (y algunos otros) no hubiesen encontrado
un dtil empleo en su parria, su migracion significa que "los Estados
Unidos ganan mis de lo que ellos pierden". Los remedios que pudie-
ran adoptarse, de acuerdo con este estudio, dependen de las naciones
"perdedoras", no de los Esrados Unidos. Puesto que todos los paises
estin "expuestos" casi en igual medida a la influencia norteamericana,
este impacto diferencial sugiere que la principal explicacidn de las alias
p6rdidas debe residir en "las condiciones de esos paises".

Enfoques Actuates

La migracidn de la mano de obra t6cnica altamente educada induda-
blemente continuarA preocupando a los gobiernos y amenazando o
perjudicando a los patrones por todo el mundo. Pero ya en la actua-
lidad la preocupaci6n por este problema estA en descenso: en Washing-
ton, en otras capitales, y aun en las Naciones Unidas, donde un emoti-
vo debate en 1964 provoc6 el estudio del tema a cargo del Secretario
General. La principal conclusidn del mejor libro sobre el tema (The
Brain Drain [La Fuga de Cerebrosj, editado por Walter Adams) es
que si tanto los paises desarrollados como los paises en desarrollo se
concentraran en el desarrollo econ6mico, la fuga de cerebros se reme-
diaria por si sola. Por lo tanto, las probabilidades indican que muy
poco o nada harAn los gobiernos o las Naciones Unidos para rernediar
directamente el problema. Asi, un lustro de preocupaci6n por la
fuga de cerebros parece estar terminando no con una serie de propdsi-
tos de reforma, sino por una "decisi6n por abandono", para iniciar los
setentas con las reglas fundamentales de migracidn esencialmente in-
tactas, tanto en los paises ganadores como en los perdedores.

Una de las proposiciones mis interesantes que se han oldo entre los
economistas es que los paises que estin ganando cerebros debieran
compensar a los paises perdedores por los gastos realizados al producir
esta "exportaci6n". eNo es sumamente injusto que Egipro o La India
inviertan el equivalente de 20.000 a 40.000 d6lares para graduar un me-
dico, un ingeniero o un fisico, s6lo para que 6ste emigre antes de pagar
a su pais, en forma de servicios rendidos, las erogaciones de su costosa
educaci6n? Aunque bien puede sostenerse esta proposicidn, sobre las
bases de la igualdad y la I6gica, nadie ha hecho una proposici6n espe-
cifica. Dudo de que tal esquema pueda ser factible administrativamente,
o que pueda superar la fatal proposicidn de exigir a los inmigrantes
que compren su libertad.
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Lealtades Dobles

Un estudio de dos afios hecho por Education and f-orld Affairs
(EWA) lleg6 a la conclusi6n de que seria un error tratar de reducir
la migraci6on internacional, ya fuese estrechando los controles de la in-
migraci6n a emigraci6n, o disminuyendo el rirto de la produccidn en los
sistemas educativos de los paises en desarrollo, las dos principales ca-
tegorias de proposiciones acerca de la fuga de cerebros. En cambio, el
estudio de EWA insiste en que los paises que pierden los cerebros no
tienen tarea mas importante que mejorar las condiciones en que se
espera que trabaje esta "6lite critica". Los lideres politicos, adminis-
trativos e institucionales de los paises en desarrollo pueden comprender
que los hombres profesionales normalmente tienen dobles lealtades,
divididas entre su pais y su carrera intelectual y profesional.

La p6rdida de dirigentes profesionales clave continuari, a menos que
las condiciones de trabajo en sus paises puedan satisfacer necesidades
tan elemenrales como los requerimientos del salario minimo para per-
mitir un empleo de tiempo completo, reconocimiento del talento y la
creatividad individuales, una adecuada progresi6n por medio de los
canales de la carrera, una mayor movilidad laboral y oportunidades pa-
ra mantener y cultivar contactos con los colegas profesionales del ex-
tranjero, El punto de vista de la EWA equivale a decir que los profe-
sionales de todo el mundo tienen requerimientos muy similares para
sus satisfacciones profesionales y que, a menos que las culturas tradi-
cionales y las escalas. de pagos de muchos paises (tanto desarrollados co-
mo subdesarrollados) que pierden cerebros puedan adaptarse a estos
requerimientos, seg6n frase de Kenneth Boulding, la mano de obra
capacitada para "levantarse y andar se levantari y andari".

Una lecci6a import'ante de la reciente investigaci6n es un mayor
respeto a la fuerza de las consideraciones no-salario yacentes bajo la
migraci6n, en particular las relacionadas con las condiciones de trabajo
de los profesionales en sus paises de origen. Los mis importantes de
estos factores son un d6bil apoyo presupuestal para la investigaci6n;
sistemas tradicionalmente jerArquicos en las instituciones acad6micas
y gubernamentales, que niegan oportunidades satisfactorias a los j6ve-
nes capaces; pobreza del estimulo intelectual (pobres bibliotecas,
d6biles asociaciones profesionales, incapacidad de obtener periOdicos
extranjeros, escasas oporrunidades de viajar al extranjero) que requie-
ren las mentes creadoras; la inseguridad profesional que resulta de la
intrusi(n politica en el nivel personal e institucional; y el desempleo y
el subempleo. Estas fuerzas domisticas ejercerian su efecto aunque no
hubiera diferencias de salario que echar en la balanza. Una de las mas
importantes conclusiones que pueden derivarse de la investigacion de
EWA es que los paises pueden contrarrestar considerables diferenciales
de salario si estos otros factores son favorables.
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El problema central para ayudar a los paises en desarrollo a conser-
var su mano de obra de alto nivel es combinar el respeto a la liberrad
individual con la necesidad de minimizar la inmigraci6n de la gente
clave. Hay una crecienre conciencia de que un enfoque indirecto, que
estudie las causas en lugar de los sintomas, puede ser eficaz: los pai-
ses pobres pueden competir, porque la mayoria de la personas tienen
poderosos nexos con sus propios paises. Pero muchos paises necesitan
ayuda -y apremio- antes de encontrarse en posici6n de aprovechar
la bAsica lealtad de sus profesionales.

Entre los muchos problemas que requieren atenci6n si los paises que
estin perdiendo cerebros desean competir mAs exitosamente por su
fuerza profesional, se encuentran los siguientes: mejores servicios de
asesoramiento para los estudiantes extranjeros antes y despu6s de su
Ilegada al pais en que estudiarAn; apoyo en el establecimiento de mis
eficaces mecanismos de "recaptura" a cargo de instituciones y paises
interesados en repatriar a los nacionales que estudian o trabajan en el
extranjero; enorme aumento de la producci6n norteamericana de per-
sonal m6dico; experimentaci6n de nuevos sistemas de salubridad en los
paises pobres para reducir la dependencia, en gran parte indtil, en m6-
dicos excesivamente preparados quienes, muy comprensiblemente, no
querrAn vivir fuera de la ciudad, donde se encuentra la mayoria de la
gente; asistencia -como la que hemos venido dando durante afios, pe-
ro con mayor variedad y recursos- para la construcci6n de instituciones
extranjeras que puedan ofrecer carreras satisfactorias a los individuos
clave, de importancia tan decisiva.

Estas reformas -no reformas al control de la migraci6n- son la
clase de procedimientos que debemos aplicar si deseamos tener una
perspectiva adecuada de la fuga de cerebros. En resumen, podemos per-
mitirnos tomar con relativa calma la migraci6n, pero no despreocupar-
nos de sus causas.
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